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Executive Summary
The role of the KRISTINA agent will be to communicate with end users and provide them
reliable information regarding basic care and health-related information. To support this
task, the KRISTINA system will reuse content from World Wide Web that offers a large
amount of data resources covering the KRISTINA use case needs. However, as the amount of
web resources is constantly changing and growing, there is a need for a content extraction
framework that will provide the appropriate knowledge i) about available information web
resources that are needed for the KRISTINA purposes and ii) the development of optimal
techniques and approaches for exploiting them. The purpose of the current deliverable is to
present this extraction framework.
To achieve this, there is a need to study the different types of web resources containing
basic care and health-related information so as to determine the type and the encoding style
of the meaningful information that can be extracted from there. To perform this empirical
study, we adopt a well-known methodology and implement it in a representative list of web
resources collected with the help of the project trial partners (i.e., EKUT, DRK and semFYC).
The result of this study is a list of characteristic common features/concepts derived from the
data resources of interest. This important information is mainly conveyed in the content, the
metadata and the URL. The important concepts may vary significantly according to the type
of the web resource. They present differences when extracted from a web site, a social
media platform or a forum. For example, forums usually present a narrow spectrum of
concepts such as experiences, opinions, tips, etc. In addition, the healthcare multimedia
resources usually provide important information in contextual format or inside the metadata
level (tags) enabling this way the documentation of the resource.
The findings of the empirical study drive the selection of the appropriate retrieval
techniques include web crawling, data acquisition from APIs and metadata harvesting.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
HIV

HTML
ODT
PHP
URL

Human Immunodeficiency Virus
HyperText Markup Language
Open Document Format
Hypertext Preprocessor
Uniform Resource Identifier
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the main objectives of WP5 in the KRISTINA project is to extract content from web
resources (including social media) that will be later used for retrieving relevant information
and operating appropriate approaches in order to identify the most efficient information for
answering user-generated questions. The focus is on free and publicly available web
resources containing basic care and health-related information to support the KRISTINA use
cases.
For example, the user-generated question “how a carer could cope with personality changes
in dementia?” could be replied with information found in several types of web resources
including: i) standard web pages giving information on dementia and on how to cope with
personality changes issues e.g., https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/dementia-carecoping-with-personality-changes
or
http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Living-withdementia/Caring-for-someone-with-dementia/Changes-in-mood; ii) pdf files giving
guidelines
on
behaviour
issues
in
dementia
people
e.g.
https://www.alz.org/national/documents/brochure_behaviors.pdf; and iii) instructional
videos posted on YouTube e.g. https://youtu.be/cFj_7X7zp-0. In addition, relevant
information can be found on blogs (in comment area) and online discussion areas such as
the forums and the social networks where interested parties discuss and/or share opinions
and experiences about how they have encountered similar problems.
Therefore, the available types of web resources containing basic care and health-related
information may vary significantly including web pages (either general or specialized), pdf
files, blogs, forums and social media posts on social networking sites and social content
sharing platforms (such as the YouTube). In addition, web resources may express their
information in multiple languages and in various modalities such as text, images, videos,
audio recordings, and slideshows. Therefore, the content extraction tools that will be
developed should be based on language-independent technologies (at certain extend) and
on different information retrieval and crawling techniques. In addition, these tools will be
demonstrated into three languages that are of particular significance to interested
stakeholders: German, Spain and English. (The translation of information into Turkish, Polish
and Arabic language will be performed by speech generator components).
In order to extract the requirements for the aforementioned tools, there is a need to study
the different types of web resources containing basic care and health-related information so
as to determine the types and the characteristic features of web resources that usually
contain such information and to gain insights on the encoding style of the meaningful
healthcare information that can be extracted from there. Hence, this study will provide
guidance, so that the subsequent tasks can decide about the most appropriate techniques
and approaches for the effective and efficient content extraction and information retrieval.
To this end, our study mainly focuses on providing answers to the following three research
questions:
(i) What are the types of web resources that contain basic care and health-related
information?
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(ii) What is the meaningful information on these web resources?
(iii) How is this meaningful information encoded?
To perform this empirical study, a representative list of web resources, distributed as evenly
as possible along the use cases, will be created with the help of the project use case partners
and will be analysed.
The outcome of this study will support the following tasks: Task 5.2 “Design of the KRISTINA
ontologies”, Task 5.4 “Content extraction and topic detection” as well as Task 5.5
“Information search based on query rewriting and passage retrieval”.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows:

Section 2 overviews the adopted empirical cycle methodology.
Section 3 introduces the different types of available Web resources, describes the process
that was followed for building the datasets, and reports some of their characteristics.
Section 4 presents how the specific empirical cycle methodology is applied in our study.
Section 5 reports the main findings of the empirical study in the KRISTINA dataset, describing
in detail the findings related to the different types of web resources and giving specific
examples of how the analysis has been conducted.
Section 6 reviews the techniques that are applicable for the information extraction of web
resources according to the findings of the empirical study.
Section 7 discusses the results and concludes the document.
Appendices A and B contain detailed analyses for each single web resource.
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2 EMPIRICAL STUDY METHODOLOGY
Empirical research is a way of gaining knowledge within a domain by means of direct and
indirect observation and experience. Developing an empirical understanding of phenomena
is indispensable for attaining a theoretical understanding grounded on observables;
otherwise, a theory about a phenomenon that is simply based on preconceived hypotheses
or is ungrounded from the data can only be considered as speculation. To this end,
knowledge and understanding of phenomena is developed by addressing relevant research
questions through their systematic empirical study based on the application of appropriate
research methods.
Empirical research methods are typically divided into two main strands (Creswell, 2003): (i)
quantitative methods that employ strategies of inquiry such as experiments and surveys to
collect statistical, mathematical or numerical data that are analysed via computational
techniques, and (ii) qualitative methods that collect evidence drawn from observations,
interviews or/and documentary evidence and analyse them using appropriate qualitative
data analysis techniques. Quantitative methods can be viewed as corresponding to
confirmatory data analysis as they typically employ statistical testing of hypotheses drawn
from existing theories, and thus tend to be more appropriate in cases where a theory is
already well developed or for purposes of theory testing and refinement. Qualitative
methods, on the other hand, can be viewed as corresponding to exploratory data analysis
since they are not based on any pre-specified hypotheses, but seek to conceptualise and
establish an understanding of a phenomenon and thus build a theory based on empirical
evidence.
Our goal is to provide answers to the three research questions presented in Section 1 (and
further outlined in Section 4) regarding the characteristic features of available web resources
containing basic care and health-related information. Given the lack (to the best of our
knowledge) of theoretical understanding regarding such web resources and also the
exploratory nature of our research questions, it is evident that the initial type of research
one can apply in this domain is an empirical study that employs qualitative research
methods. To this end, we adopt the well-established empirical cycle methodology proposed
by A.D. de Groot (1969) as our methodological foundation, together with some of the
principles of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). These methodological approaches
have also been applied in other empirical studies conducted in the context of the activities of
FP7 projects also targeting the discovery, mining, and analysis of web resources in domains
that were also lacking theoretical understanding. Examples include the empirical study
performed in the domain of environmental web resources (Moumtzidou et al., 2010) for the
PESCaDO FP7 project1, the study of media monitoring and internationalisation resources for
small- and medium-sized enterprises (Aleksić et al., 2014) for the MULTISENSOR FP7 project2
1

Personalized Environmental
http://www.pescado-project.eu/

Service

Configuration

and

Delivery

Orchestration

(PESCaDO)

2

-

Mining and Understanding of multilinguaL contenT for Intelligent Sentiment Enriched coNtext and Social
Oriented interpretation (MULTISENSOR) - http://www.multisensorproject.eu
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and the study of web resources containing recipes for homemade explosives (Tsikrika et al.,
2014) for the HOMER project3.
The empirical cycle is a methodological model for developing theories within a dominant
paradigm based on the hypothetical-deductive research approach; it includes several phases
that can be iteratively applied as depicted in Figure 2-1. In the observation phase the
emphasis is on the collection and organisation of empirical evidence. A representative
observation set is collected and, as suggested by the grounded theory method (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967), a coding process is applied for describing the overall setting and for
identifying the most important and relevant data categories. Once the data in this
observation set are appropriately described, the next phase, the induction, is applied with
the aim to explicitly specify the hypotheses on the basis of the observed patterns.
Hypotheses need to be defined in measurable variables, in order to derive concrete testable
predictions. This is the main focus in the deduction phase. Next, these predictive statements
are assessed in the testing phase by collecting new empirical data (the validation set) in
order to examine whether the relationships among variables as predicted can be found in
the new data. In evaluation, the last phase, the results are interpreted within the framework
of the specified hypotheses and theories. The evaluation phase runs smoothly into the first
phase of the empirical cycle.

Figure 2-1: Empirical cycle methodology

Though all phases of the empirical cycle should be applied in any empirical study, this might
not be feasible in every type of research. For example, in descriptive studies emphasis is
given mostly on the first two phases, observation and induction (de Groot, 1969). Similarly,
we considered it appropriate to perform some adaptations of the empirical cycle
methodology to the specific needs of our empirical study and the exact application of the
empirical cycle methodology is presented in Section 4.

3

Homemade explosives (HMEs) and recipes characterisation (HOMER) - http://homer-project.eu/
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3 KRISTINA DATASET
3.1

Dataset Description

The collection of the web resources for the conduction of the empirical study was made with
the aim to be as representative as possible for the KRISTINA use cases. For this purpose, we
asked the trial partners to provide us web resources that comply with the following
requirements:
i)
ii)

Contain information related to the use cases and information that could be used
for answering the KRISTINA user-generated questions
Contain reliable information that they trust and find helpful for their daily
processes

With the end of this task, two separate datasets were initially created; one for each use case.
The first dataset contains a list of web resources relevant with the Use Case 1: Natural
communication in a geriatric context. These have been mainly provided by the EKUT
university hospital and the DRK, a Red Cross SME of the district of Tubingen and are mainly
in German and English. The second dataset contains web resources related to the Use Case
2: Communication with care personnel with migrant background. The web resources of this
dataset were mainly contributed by semFYC, an association of family medicine in Spain, and
their language is Spanish and English.
Thereafter, the two initial datasets have been increased with the inclusion of additional
English web resources that relate to both use cases. For this task, we have reused healthrelated web resources from similar empirical studies identified in literature. Then, the two
datasets were merged in an integrated list which have been validated by trial partners and
balanced in order to include all types of available web resources. The final outcome of this
process is the KRISTINA dataset that can be found in Appendix A.
In the below tables we give a brief overview of the dataset statistics in terms of the use case
relevance and the languages coverage:
Table 3-1

Use case relevance
Total number of different web resources
Use case 1 – web resources relevant to elderly health problems (mainly
dementia and Alzheimer) and caregiving context
Use case 2- web resources relevant to reproductive health, paediatric,
gynaecology and vaccination programs
Both – web resources containing information both pilot use cases
geriatric context

86
38
36
12

Table 3-2

Language coverage
Language
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German
Spanish
English
Multilingual

20
30
30
6
Table 3-3

Moreover, the following table roughly illustrates the distribution of different encoding types:
Encoding types
Sources containing health-related articles (e.g. online newspapers or
broadcaster network in html format)
Web pages of governmental authorities, organizations, hospitals, health
providers, communities, associations and other bodies
Single PDF files and other sources containing PDF (e.g. books)
Sources containing multimedia (e.g. audio, video, images)
Single multimedia files
Other web content (e.g. Wikipedia)
Blogs including other sources containing blogs (e.g. web pages)
Discussion areas and forums
Social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) of analysed web resources

54
3
21
27
3
1
8
9
6

More details can be found in Appendices A and B.
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4 IMPLAMENTATION OF KRISTINA EMPIRICAL STUDY
As already mentioned in Section 1, our study mainly focuses on providing answers to the
following three research questions:
(i) What are the types of web resources that contain basic care and health-related
information?
(ii) What is the meaningful information on these web resources?
(iii) How is this meaningful information encoded?
To perform this empirical study, a representative list of web resources will be created
(covering the KRISTINA use cases) and analysed. This involves two main phases:
1st phase – Creation of the representative list of web resources: We asked the trial partners
(i.e., EKUT, DRK and semFYC) to perform a survey on existing web resources and identify the
most representative ones for supporting the KRISTINA use cases. Thereafter, we analysed
every aspect of each use case and asked the trial partners for supplementary resources in
case some aspects were not completely covered by the existing resources. Moreover, we
identified additional web resources making keyword-based searches on general-purpose
search engines (Google) and surveying relevant resources from previous empirical studies.
Then, we asked again the trial partners to evaluate the collected resources in terms of
validity and reliability in order to include them in the final KRISTINA dataset.
2nd phase – Analysis of the web resources: We analysed every web resource of the KRISTINA
dataset and we gathered our findings according to the type of resource.

1st Phase: Creation of the representative list of web resources

4.1

1. Analysis of the use cases using general and specific questions
In order to better understand which questions are important for the KRISTINA use cases and
thus identify the respective web resources, there was a need to analyse the KRISTINA use
cases. For this purpose, we have been based on the first draft of the use cases as defined
within the KRISTINA’s Annex. This analysis has been resulted in a catalogue of general and
specific questions listed below.
General questions
The following basic questions have been considered important for the first round of
contribution required by the trial partners:





What are the typical application scenarios?
What languages should be covered by the web resources?
Which information and web resources are important?
What type of information is usually being used?

Specific questions
The second round of contribution was more focused on covering all possible aspects of the
use cases. Thus, the following specific questions have been considered:
D5.1_Empirical_study_Web_SocialMedia_2015_08_31_v1.1
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Table 4-1

Which is/are the:
Use Case 1: Natural communication in a geriatric context.
st

Use case 1, 1 scenario: Interaction with elderly migrants with Turkish background and with their
family care givers









Daily routines
Help when elderly get lost, do not find things, forget how to perform certain actions
Information on the basic care
Information on daily care
Background information on health conditions
Experiences encountered on the care of patients with similar disease history
Advices on how a career should behave when confronted with specific reactions due
to their health state

Use case 1, 2nd scenario: Communication with care personnel with migrant background




Instructions on care of patients with specific health conditions
Medical background information on topics related to health conditions of elderly
people

Use Case 2: Communication with care personnel with migrant background.
Use case 2, 1st Scenario: Communication with migrants in a home setting











Contact points for mental health
Information on baby and infant care
Information on legal documents for infants
Information about sexual and reproductive health
Information on symptoms of tuberculosis and aids
Information on medical specialists for tuberculosis and aids
Information on gynaecology
Information on dental care
Information on vaccination programs

Use case 2, 2nd scenario: Communication with migrants attending a Health Centre or Hospital




Information on administrative procedures for obtaining certain documentation
Information about rules/regulations of the sanitary system

The above questions were also used for the discovery of aspects that were not covered by
the existing web resources and the subsequent intensive investigation for additional ones in
order to address them.
The list of web resources provided by the trial partners for addressing the general and
specific question can be found in Appendix A.
2. Incorporating additional resources for a balanced dataset
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With the aim to create a balanced dataset of web resources in terms of the kind of
information they contain and the languages they cover, we extended this initial list of web
resources.
For this task, we have taken into account healthcare wed resources indicated in previous
empirical studies. Though several empirical studies have been conducted upon healthrelated web resources, most of them present a different focus from the one targeted by the
current empirical study, evaluating health-related web resources in terms of i) accessibility,
quality and readability (Berland et al, 2001), ii) credibility and accuracy (Kunst et al, 2002) or
iii) available categories and their district features for classifying the healthcare websites
(Kamis et al, 2014). Thus, the only exploitable result of these studies was the list of web
resources.
In addition, we have used for extending the initial list of web resources medical reports
regarding reliable resources4 as well as making keyword-based searches on general-purpose
search engines (Google).
The outcome list was validated by the trial partners and the incredible/inaccurate web
resources were excluded formulating the final KRISTINA dataset.

2nd Phase: Analysis of the web resources

4.2

The purpose of the 2nd phase is to understand the requirements for the efficient extraction
of relevant information. This task mainly includes two parts:
i)

ii)

To collect empirical insights into the data structure of relevant web resources and
discover the meaningful basic care and health-related information that is
available on different types of web resources. This sub-task will support the
identification of an optimal way to detect, extract and store the data in a
controlled manner;
To analyse a predefined set of relevant web resources and empirically discover
where the meaningful information is located and how it is encoded there. This
will enable to review and decide on adequate techniques for the information
retrieval and extraction.

Based on these research questions and on the methodological directions presented in
Section 2, we outline in the following the exact empirical cycle methodology that has been
adopted for the empirical study of the KRISTINA dataset.
1. Observation phase: The observation phase includes two cycles of closer investigation of a
first set of web resources (the observation set). In particular, it comprises:


4

First, an initial, rather shallow, analysis of each web resource: kind of resource
(website, single pdf file, video, etc.), URL, accessibility (free or restricted), language
(German, Spanish or English), relevance with use cases (first, second, both), etc. The
results of this observation cycle are summarized in Appendix A.

http://www.americanhw.com/benefits-news-resources/top-health-and-wellness-websites/
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In the second cycle of the observation phase, a deeper determination of the most
important information and their encoding types has been conducted: important
content parts that are available on each single resource, meaningful attributes that
are available in the important content, encoding of the content that the single
resource contains (text, audio, video, slideshows etc.), possible parts of a resource
where one could locate such meaningful information (e.g., the URL, the metadata,
and the main content) and the way this information can be accessed. The extensive
results of the empirical study for each web resource can be found in Appendix B.

For the observation phase, we have used a large portion of the available web resources
(around 70-80%) while the rest were used for the testing phase.
In order to systematically collect the empirical evidence of our study and manually observe
each single resource (e.g. meaningful information, encoding type, etc.), we have used
recording templates. The recording templates were further refined based on findings made
during the observation phase; a detailed presentation of the final recording templates that
were employed for each type of web resource are provided in Section 4.3.
2. Induction/deduction phase: Given the exploratory nature of the use case relevant
questions, the deduction phase was merged with the induction phase. The aim of this phase
is to explicitly specify the hypotheses on the basis of the observed patterns and to draw
conclusions regarding the observation set. Thus, based on the study conducted at the
observation phase, the formulated hypotheses-deductions should concern the meaningful
information available on the web resources, with particular focus on the type of information
that offers important clues for their discovery, mining, and content-based analysis.
3. Testing phase: The first step in this phase is to form the validation set by considering the
web resources not included in the observation set (around 20-30% of the available web
resources). These web resources were carefully observed. Then, the hypotheses-deductions
that emerged from the study of the observation set were tested on the validation set. This
testing was performed separately for each type of web resource.
Finally, the evaluation phase was omitted since there is no framework to be evaluated at the
present stage.

4.3

Recording templates

For the first observation cycle the below recording template was used:
Table 4-2










Scr. Nr
Name/Abbreviation
URL
Languages covered
Type of resource
Use case relevance
Accessibility (Free/restricted)
Short description (content)
Suggested by (EKUT, DRK, semFYC, CERTH-medical studies, previous empirical studies, keyword
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searches on Google)
Organization type/profile

The recording template for the second observation cycle of the KRISTINA-relevant
information have been based on existing recording templates used by other empirical
studies such as MULTIMEDIA empirical study (Aleksić et al, 2014). Different variations of the
recording template have been created to support the different types of web resources (i.e.
webpage/forum/blog, video file and pdf file) and better address the special features of each
modality.
The main focus of the recording templates is the interpretation of the data structure of the
important information, the technical sophistication of the web resource (e.g., availability of
static or scripted content, availability of search field), the available modalities or encoding
types (e.g., availability of multimedia content) and the location of the important information.
These features will enable us to determine different aspects of the crawling strategy. For
instance, if the hyperlinks in a webpage that point to other relevant web resources encode
health-related information in their anchor text, these hyperlinks will be considered b the
most likely to access to relevant content.
Webpage/Forum/Blog
Table 4-3
48
URL
Content
Dedicated on a
condition/disease)

narrow

subject

Format

How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text

Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results

(one

Resource number
Resource URL
Description of information provided by the resource
Indicate whether the website covers a big range of
conditions/health issues or it is focused on a specific
condition/topic of conditions
Main formats
for webpage/blog: HTML, php
for forum: forum thread, forum post, forum index
Available options: onpage, links to webpages, links to forum
threads, search tools
Available types: texts, articles, images, slide shows, video,
audio (also blog and forum/discussion area)
1. Indicate whether there are any links to external websites
2. Indicate whether these links are relevant
3. Indicate where these relevant links are located, e.g., are they
part of the text or are they on a side bar or a menu? Main
locations: text, top, bottom, left, right (more than one location
can be filled in)
4. Provide some examples of the text of relevant links (if
available)
1. Indicate whether there is a keyword search engine available
2. Indicate whether the keyword is included in the URL when
proceed with the searching – give an example
3. Available options: Single articles, pdfs, images, slide shows,
videos, etc.
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Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful information in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with
 Caregiving and nursing info
 Administrative and procedural info
 Vaccinations
 Health centres and medical professors
 Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
Use case relevant concepts (dementia, help
elderly with dementia, basic care info, daily
care, confront reactions, instructions on care
of patients with specific health conditions,
contact points for mental health, sexual and
reproductive problems and care, HIV,
tuberculosis, legal documents (for infant),
baby/infant care, dental care, vaccination,
advices, others), procedure for getting an
appointment)

Indicate whether there is a topic filter
Indicate whether the topic is included in the URL when
selecting the topic-give an example
Press ctrl+U and search for <meta> related fields
When navigating in the site, check what information is included
in the URL-give an example
Indicate which of these concepts are referred in the website
Add new ones that are not included in this list
Next to each concept give an example

Refer the number of the relevant use case
Indicate which use case relevant concepts are covered by the
specific resource

Video file
Table 4-4
57

Resource number

URL

Resource URL

Language

Available languages

Content

Description of information provided in the video

Format

Available options: YouTube video

Information encoded

Available options: Images, subtitles, described by the speaker,
other

Link inside the video

Indicate whether there are links inside the video

Useful metadata

Press ctrl+U and search for <meta> related fields

Use case coverage / relevance

Refer the number of the relevant use case

Use case relevant concepts (dementia, help
elderly with dementia, basic care info, daily
care, confront reactions, instructions on care
of patients with specific health conditions,
contact points for mental health, sexual and
reproductive problems and care, HIV,

Indicate which use case relevant concepts are covered by the
specific resource-give an example
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tuberculosis, legal documents (for infant),
baby/infant care, dental care, vaccination,
advices, others), procedure for getting an
appointment)

Book/pdf file
Table 4-5
91

Resource number

URL

Resource URL

Language

Available languages

Content

Description of information provided in the book

Format

Available options: HTML, pdf, scanned, scribd, googlebook

Information encoded

Available options: Images, tables, text

Link inside the pdf

Indicate whether there are links inside the pdf

Use case coverage / relevance

Refer the number of the relevant use case

Use case relevant concepts (dementia, help
elderly with dementia, basic care info, daily
care, confront reactions, instructions on care
of patients with specific health conditions,
contact points for mental health, sexual and
reproductive problems and care, HIV,
tuberculosis, legal documents (for infant),
baby/infant care, dental care, vaccination,
advices, others), procedure for getting an
appointment)

Indicate which use case relevant concepts are covered by the
specific resource-give an example
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5 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS OF BASIC CARE AND HEALTH-RELATED
WEB RESOURCES
This section presents the analysis and the main findings of the conducted empirical study. In
particular, section 5.1 outlines the main findings that are later analysed; section 5.2 presents
the extracted information from the analysis of web resources; and last, section 5.3 provides
indicative examples of the analysis conducted for each type of resource and discusses the
individual findings. The analysis of the whole set of web resources can be found in Appendix
B.

5.1

Findings

The information encoded in a web resource presents significant heterogeneity in terms of
concepts/topics, as well as available modalities. In particular, the important concepts
included in a web resource vary significantly, especially in case of web sites, blogs and
forums. Thus, there are web resources having a general focus and addressing a wide list of
health conditions while other web resources are focusing only on a specific health problem,
e.g. AIDS. In addition, information is made available by a set of different modalities. This is
quite evident in case of websites that represent their information using content (articles),
videos, slide shows, pdfs, blogs, discussion areas, etc. In this case, the web page has been
analysed as a whole for the content and the modalities it contains while a separate analysis
for each modality has been also performed.
The key places of a web resource where the interesting information can primarily be found
are the URL, the metadata, and the main content of the web resource. Identification of the
potential locations that such information resides is particularly useful as it increases the
efficiency and effectiveness of discovery, mining, and analysis tasks by reducing the
spectrum of locations that should be considered. It also provides an indication of the
required capabilities of the software tools that will perform these tasks, e.g., it may indicate
the need for a URL parser or a metadata harvester (see Section 6).
The URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is usually formatted as a textual substring and used by
Web browsers, email clients and other software to identify a network resource on the
Internet. It adhere to the following form “protocol://hostname/ location” consisting of three
parts: (i) the network protocol used for accessing a web resource (e.g., http), (ii) the domain
name refers to the computer or other network device where the web resource is hosted,
and (iii) location is the path to the actual location of the web resource within the host.
Although URLs are typically quite short, they are quite informative since they include
keywords relevant to the content of the web resource such as date, language, title, and topic
of a web resource.
Metadata are data that describe other data, i.e., web resource in our case, and could for
instance include the creation date, the responsible author, a short summary, etc. Web
resources often include metadata in the form of meta tags and allow the inclusion of a
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variety of different types of metadata, from basic descriptive text and keywords, to further
advanced metadata schemes, such as the Open Graph5 protocol that is currently widely
utilised by social media platforms to enable any web page to become a rich object in a social
graph. Finally, content is used to describe everything that can be seen on a web resource.
Metadata may be included in the page's header or in a separate file. Most search engines
use the content of these tags when adding pages to their search index.
As content we consider everything that we can see on a website or in a file. Contents are in
our dataset video and audio files, text articles, images and their descriptions, social media
posts and all other visible information accompanying them (author, number of visits etc.).
In section 5.3 we have analysed the URL, the metadata and the content for each type of web
resource represented in our analysis corpus (html websites, PDF files, videos, blogs, forums,
and social media).

5.2

Information to be extracted

After having scanned the observation set of web resources, we with the support of the
healthcare experts have come up with a predefined set of concepts. These will be used by an
IE task to address specific information retrieval needs.
Table 5-1

1. Factual information to be extracted from the content part of the web resources:
Health condition













name
general description
type
category/grouping
facts and statistics
signs and symptoms
diagnosis
treatment
medications
risk factors
implications
publications and research news

Caregiving





5

stages
caregiver behaviour, health and other issues
daily care information
confront reactions

http://ogp.me/
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safety tips
legislation and legal documents
caregiver financial matters
caregiver products
caregiver support groups

Vaccinations






vaccination basic information
vaccination for diseases
vaccination schedules and indicated use
vaccination programs
vaccination centres

Health centre/Doctor





name
departments
address/city/country
tel.

Concepts applying to every problem/issue






guidelines for coping with
news
experiences
stories
opinions

Ethical issues
Governmental policies and programs
Law and regulations
Administrative processes
The web resources may contain part or all of this factual information.
2. Meta-information about the web resources (explicit metadata)






language, date, author
blogs, forums: visits viewers, votes
Twitter: followers
Facebook: likes
YouTube: views, duration (min:sec)

3. Our interpretation of the content (derived meta-information)


main topics

Available topics
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

5.3

Dementia
Mental health
Health issues of elderly
Caregiving
Nursing
Dental problems
Vaccinations
Gynaecology (women health)
Reproductive and sexual health
Obstetrics (pregnancy, childbirth)
Children health
Contact points

Analysis of web resources

In the following sub-sections, we analyse the different types of web resources and provide
information regarding the type of information that different web resources contain and
where it can be found. We start each section with an example analysis, where we
demonstrate our analysis approach step by step. In the second part of each section, we
describe our findings and summarise the common characteristics for the respective type of
web resource.
During this analysis, we have observed that most web pages include important information
for the KRISTINA use cases in more than one article (e.g. a healthcare webpage may include
several articles covering different health conditions). In this case, we consider as “a web
resource” the whole set of separate sites, articles and other resources (including their
content) provided by this web page. In addition, we have observed that most web pages
contain different modalities for representing information e.g. a web page may include audio
files, videos, pdfs, slideshows, a discussion area, or even a blog! (e.g.
http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/). In this case, the web page is analysed for the content and
the modalities that it contains and a separate analysis for each modality will be also
conducted.
5.3.1 Medical website
We first provide the analysis of a typical example of a medical webpage and then present
the findings of a study realised on several general-purpose medical webpages similar to this
one. The study involves the three main parts of the source that interest us which are their
content, metadata and URL.
a) Sample analysis
First, we observe that the web site has a number of topics including “Health Topics”, “Health
Guides”, “Newsletters” area, etc. (figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-1

Under the “Health Topics” option, there is a number of different health conditions organised
according to the medical speciality (Figure 5-2). Moreover, under the “Healthy Living Guides”
option, there are living guidelines for several health issues (smoking) and health conditions
(Alzheimer).

Figure 5-2

Selecting a heath topic, a new list of health conditions is made available (figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3

Each health condition contains a number of articles organised into thematic areas including
basic information, risk factors, diagnosis, complications, daily life/coping, treatment,
prevention, medications, etc. (figure 5-4)
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Figure 5-4

Therefore, we can easily make some first inferences about the structure of information. In
particular, each health issue is related with a number of concepts, as follows:

Figure 5-5

1. First we check the available languages. As we can see, the content is only available in
English.
2. Then, we check whether the web page has a search function. If yes, we search for a
KRISTINA-relevant keyword e.g. “Dementia”.
3. Next, we check whether our search query is represented in the URL. If yes, this more
specific URL could be used as the seed URL for the web crawler later on:
http://www.healthcommunities.com/search-results/index.shtml?cx=011217624801385918697%3Aeh7f6znocm&cof=FORID%3A10&ie=UTF8&q=dementia&siteurl=www.healthcommunities.com%2F&ref=&ss=1066j169096j8&siteurl=www.healthcom
munities.com%2F&ref=&ss=1066j169096j8

4. Thereafter, we observe whether there are available links to external websites. In case they
connect to relevant webpages we look where these are located (e.g. part of the text or
located on a side bar) and whether they use an anchor text.
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Location: Inside the “resources” tab that exist in every health issue
Anchor texts: “controlling glucose levels”, “ no vaccine for HIV”

5. In the next step, we look at sample files from each different encoding type (articles and
slideshows) in order to find out how the relevant information is encoded. We look at the
content part, the metadata and the URL.
Article
Content: The important content can be found in the title of the article and inside the text
(also bold keywords are available). Both will be subject of information analysis and
extraction tasks. Also, important metadata such as the source, the publication reviewer, the
publication date, the last modification date, etc. can be extracted from the article itself
(figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6

Metadata: From the metadata we could extract the keywords, the description, the content
type (article), and the viewport content as the most important information for our purposes:
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<meta name=viewport content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
<meta name="msvalidate.01" content="23FA28DEC41B7FF55DCA18822C099966" />
<meta name="DESCRIPTION" content="The foremost symptoms of depression are loss of interest, loss of
energy, and an inability to find pleasure in anything. Sadness associated with depression is often described as
inescapable and more painful than normal sadness.">
<meta name="KEYWORDS" content="depression symptoms, major, unipolar, mood, disorder, sadness, DSM,
antidepressant, Prozac, suicide, medication">
<meta name="msvalidate.01" content="23FA28DEC41B7FF55DCA18822C099966" />

URL: From the URL we could extract the health condition (subtopic) and the title of the
article:
http://www.healthcommunities.com/depression/symptoms.shtml
http://www.healthcommunities.com/depression/other-depression-symptoms.shtml

Slide show
Content: The important content is located in the headings and in the descriptions next to the
images.
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Figure 5-7

Metadata: From the metadata we could extract the same information as in the article (see
above): keywords, description, content type and viewport content. There is no hint for the
distinction between an article and a slide show.
URL: the URL contains the topic, the title and the page number.
http://www.healthcommunities.com/healthy-living-guides/index.shtml/10-warning-signs-ofalzheimers_109/page/2

b) Conclusions
We have analysed a set of medical web sites having a general focus on different health
conditions. As described above in the sample analysis, we looked for: what is the type of
content that they offer, whether they have a keyword search function, whether they have
links to external website and what are possible extraction ways for the information encoded
there.
Content: In the content part two main areas can be recognized, the header and the body.
The header part contains relevant meta-information such as the title, the author, the
publication/modification date and the source of information. The most important content is
in the body part. There, the information may be encoded as text and image.
Regarding the use case coverage, we have observed that the amount of content relevant for
the 1st use case (keywords “dementia” or “caregiving”, etc.) is quite high in medical
websites, ranging from a couple of hundreds to many thousands articles. However, the
search results for only one keyword may contain a number of less or non-relevant matches.
In order to select the really relevant content before storing it into the repository we
recommend using more specific keywords or combination of keywords. Similar results we
have also received for the 2nd use case using keywords such as “reproductive/sexually
transmitted diseases”, “HIV”, “baby care”, etc. Similarly, as the keywords being ambiguous,
the results contain more non-relevant matches than relevant ones.
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As regards the content stored in images accompanying the text description, we have
observed that there are few cases when the text is only available only in images in most of
them it is also available in text. Thus, there is no need for content distillation from images.
Metadata: The metadata provide some useful information pieces including title, language,
date, author, keywords, description, URLs to images etc. Examples:













keywords
subject
description
language
content-type
og:title
og:description
og:url
og:locale
og:type
twitter:description
twitter:title

Metadata can be extracted by using standard metadata harvesting techniques.
URL: From the URLs very often the following information could be extracted: language, title,
and topic. In view of the fact that a wide range of different URL formats can be observed, a
URL parsing approach to be specially tailored for each website would be needed in order to
extract the information. Example:
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/hivaids

Additional encoding types may be found in most of these web sites including video and
audio files, links to pdfs, info-graphics and diagrams, forums and blogs. These modalities are
analysed in below sections.
5.3.2 Website dedicated to a specific health issue (Dementia, elderly health, caregiving,
reproductive health, paediatric, gynaecology, etc.)
A dedicated website is a website that is focused on a specific subject derived from the
analysis of use cases, for example a website about dementia, Alzheimer, reproductive
health, paediatric care, gynaecology, etc. Below, we provide the analysis of some typical
examples of dedicated webpages and then present the findings of a study realised on several
dedicated webpages similar to these ones.
a) Sample analysis
First, we observe that each web sites is organised based on the subtopics of the main health
issue that it contains.
Alzheimer web site
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Figure 5-8

Caregiving web site

Figure 5-9

Reproductive care web site

Figure 5-10

Women’s health web site (available only in German)

Figure 5-11
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Paediatric web site (available only in Spanish)

Figure 5-12

According to the main subject of the website the content may follow a similar structure with
the one presented in the previous section for a “health issue”.
However, with a closer investigation we have identified additional concepts for the
description of a health issue and the caregiving procedure. These are depicted in the below
figures:

Figure 5-13
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Figure 5-14

1. First, we check in which languages the websites are present. We observe that they are
only available in one language, English, German, or Spanish.
2. Second, we check whether each of these web sites have a search field. If yes, we enter a
query keyword relevant with the subject of the web site and check whether the query term
is represented in the URL.
The “Alzheimer Europe” has a search field and the query term is represented in the URL.
http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/content/search/?SearchText=driving

The “Homewatch CareGivers” does not provide a search engine.
The “Association of Reproductive Health Professionals” provides a search field and the URL
contains the search keyword:
http://www.arhp.org/modules/search.asp?zoom_query=hiv&submit.x=0&submit.y=0

The “Women’s health” includes a search field but the search keyword is not represented in
the URL.
Finally, the “En Familia” has a search engine and when a query is performed the query term
is represented in the URL:
http://enfamilia.aeped.es/search/content/dientes

3. Next, we observe whether there are available links to external websites. In case they
connect to relevant web sites we look where these are located and whether they use an
anchor text.
In the “Alzheimer Europe” the links are located inside the text and contain the whole name
of the webpage (not using anchor text).
The “Homewatch CareGivers” provides a list of external links (named resources) in the
bottom of each health issue.
The “Association of Reproductive Health Professionals” provides links inside the text and in
the bottom of each health topic (“Future research” and “Links” options). In addition it uses
anchor text such as “Fertility and Sterility, Sexually”, “Transmitted Diseases” etc.
The “Women’s health” for each article has a specific field (named “Internet”) where links are
provided.
Finally, the “En Familia” has a search engine and when a query is performed the query term
is represented in the URL
4. In the next step, we look at the encoding types. They include articles, slide shows, pdf files
and videos. The analysis of articles is similar as in the case of general websites while the
analysis of videos and pdfs are presented below in separate sections.
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b) Conclusions
As it was expected, similar results with general websites were found.
5.3.3 PDF files
We observe that the web sites which are dedicated on a specific subject usually contain links
to pdf files. Another evidence that makes us regard pdf files as an important resource for our
analysis is the fact that the trial partners come up for the empirical study with a large
portion of pdf files out of the total number of web resources requested to provide. Thus, it is
considered quite important the analysis of pdf files in terms of the important information
and the encoding type.
We take as example a pdf file published in www.alz.org, an organization for the Alzheimer.
The important information is mainly located in the content while images, graphs and tables
may provide additional information.
a) Sample analysis
Content: The important content in a pdf file is inside the text while the headings and the
bold topics indicate the subject of the sections¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la
referencia..
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Figure 5-15

In addition, important metadata can be extracted from the first and last pages of the pdf file.
In particular, the first page presents the title and subtitle of the pdf.

Figure 5-16

In the last page important information about the publisher are provided including the name,
a short description, the webpage and contact details.
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Figure 5-17

Metadata: Not applicable for pdf files
URL: The URL provides meaningful information regarding the title of the pdf.
www.alz.org/national/documents/brochure_activities.pdf

b) Conclusions
The pdf files occur in almost each health-related web resource. Their subject varies
significantly from research publications, official reports, and informative material to
commercial brochures and flyers. In our analysis, we have observed that most websites offer
pdf files as a part of their content or as links to external resources. Also, some web sites such
as http://www.arhp.org/ and http://www.frauengesundheitsportal.de/ offer the alternative
to download an article’s information in pdf format.
Content: We have observed that the main information can be identified in the main text
content of a pdf file. In addition, the important information is usually inserted into tables or
highlighted by text boxes. Moreover, the first pages usually provide information about the
title, the author, the editorial board, the organization, the publishing location, month/year,
etc. Additional descriptions about the organization can be made available either in the first
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or the last pages of the pdf file including the address, the telephone, a short description and
a link to the official website. The pdf file may also include bibliography or references to other
resources. Links may be included inside the text or next to each resource in the reference
section. In case of an academic publication the pdf file may contain a table of contents that
can be used for identifying the addressed topics.
As regards the images inside the pdf files, they do not contain useful information. Thus, we
can exclude them from extraction task.
URL: From the URLs we can mainly extract the language and the title of the pdf file.
5.3.4 Multimedia content
We have observed that most web sites contain multimedia resources, especially videos and
images and less often audio files. Since images usually play a secondary role accompanying
the text descriptions in web sites, we concluded that there is no need for content distillation
from images. Thus, the main requirement in this section is to retrieve and analyse video files
offering practical advices for subjects relevant to use case 1 and 2.
A web site usually contains video files that are embedded in the web site, popped up in a
new page or provided as links to YouTube videos. Thus, we take as example two videos from
the YouTube pertaining to both use cases respectively6. For each video we look for
meaningful information in their content, metadata and URL.
a) Sample analysis
Content: The important content is in videos themselves, as well as in their descriptions.
On the YouTube web site, we can identify: the video itself, its duration, the title, the name of
the author, the number of visits, the publishing date, a description (or “no description
available”), the number of the comments, and the comments themselves

6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=loksPQ7Q8tM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A
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Figure 5-18

Visual modalities: The meaningful information that is available in videos is communicated
through the visual content of the video and in an additional modality, such as text, speech,
or both. See the below example:

Figure 5-19

In particular, the available visual modalities are used for stressing some important
information, while the visual content alone is sometimes sufficient for describing the
procedure or advices described in the video. Sometimes the visual content is also provided
in text in the comment area (figure 5-20).
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Figure 5-20

Metadata: In the metadata, an extensive list of meta properties is available (most relevant
are marked in green):
For the https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A
<meta name="title" content="Lactational Amenorrhea Method (LAM)">
<meta name="description" content="What is breastfeeding as birth control? Breastfeeding can be used as a
highly effective form of temporary birth control. You can use this method for the firs...">
<meta name="keywords" content="Breast, Feeding, Birth, Control, Female, Sex">
<meta property="og:site_name" content="YouTube">
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A">
<meta property="og:title" content="Lactational Amenorrhea Method (LAM)">
<meta property="og:image" content="https://i.ytimg.com/vi/LrEsVXqri8A/hqdefault.jpg">
<meta property="og:description" content="What is breastfeeding as birth control? Breastfeeding can be used
as a highly effective form of temporary birth control. You can use this method for the firs...">
<meta property="al:ios:app_store_id" content="544007664">
<meta property="al:ios:app_name" content="YouTube">
<meta property="al:ios:url"
content="vnd.youtube://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A&amp;feature=applinks">
<meta property="al:android:url"
content="vnd.youtube://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A&amp;feature=applinks">
<meta property="al:android:app_name" content="YouTube">
<meta property="al:android:package" content="com.google.android.youtube">
<meta property="al:web:url"
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content="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A&amp;feature=applinks">
<meta property="og:type" content="video">
<meta property="og:video:url" content="https://www.youtube.com/embed/LrEsVXqri8A">
<meta property="og:video:secure_url" content="https://www.youtube.com/embed/LrEsVXqri8A">
<meta property="og:video:type" content="text/html">
<meta property="og:video:width" content="640">
<meta property="og:video:height" content="360">
<meta property="og:video:url"
content="http://www.youtube.com/v/LrEsVXqri8A?autohide=1&amp;version=3">
<meta property="og:video:secure_url"
content="https://www.youtube.com/v/LrEsVXqri8A?autohide=1&amp;version=3">
<meta property="og:video:type" content="application/x-shockwave-flash">
<meta property="og:video:width" content="640">
<meta property="og:video:height" content="360">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Breast">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Feeding">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Birth">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Control">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Female">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Sex">
<meta property="fb:app_id" content="87741124305">
<meta name="twitter:card" content="player">
<meta name="twitter:site" content="@youtube">
<meta name="twitter:url" content="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A">
<meta name="twitter:title" content="Lactational Amenorrhea Method (LAM)">
<meta name="twitter:description" content="What is breastfeeding as birth control? Breastfeeding can be used
as a highly effective form of temporary birth control. You can use this method for the firs...">
<meta name="twitter:image" content="https://i.ytimg.com/vi/LrEsVXqri8A/hqdefault.jpg">
<meta name="twitter:app:name:iphone" content="YouTube">
<meta name="twitter:app:id:iphone" content="544007664">
<meta name="twitter:app:name:ipad" content="YouTube">
<meta name="twitter:app:id:ipad" content="544007664">
<meta name="twitter:app:url:iphone"
content="vnd.youtube://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A&amp;feature=applinks">
<meta name="twitter:app:url:ipad"
content="vnd.youtube://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A&amp;feature=applinks">
<meta name="twitter:app:name:googleplay" content="YouTube">
<meta name="twitter:app:id:googleplay" content="com.google.android.youtube">
<meta name="twitter:app:url:googleplay" content="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrEsVXqri8A">
<meta name="twitter:player" content="https://www.youtube.com/embed/LrEsVXqri8A">
<meta name="twitter:player:width" content="640">
<meta name="twitter:player:height" content="360">

URL: The URL of the YouTube video does not offer meaningful information to be extracted.
b) Conclusions
Content: We have observed that the important information can be identified not only in the
video files (or media files) themselves, but also in the accompanying descriptions and meta
information in the “content” part of the websites. For example, www.arhp.org provides a
table of quick facts regarding the video. Usually this information includes the author, the
date and time, the title and some description. This could be reached either during the HTML
parsing, or later on, within the textual information extraction task.
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The analysis of the video contents themselves needs techniques of video processing and
automatic speech recognition. However, the accompanying descriptions and the
tags/annotations by relevant metadata (see below) are adequate for providing the
important information.
Metadata: The video files contain different kinds of metadata. Important information is
mainly included in the kind of medium and the video tags (if available).
<meta property="og:type" content="video">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Feeding">

The language information would also be very valuable. Unfortunately, we have observed
that the language meta tags, even if present, often refer to the language of the browser or
of the text article in which the media are embedded, instead of to the language spoken in
the video.
URL: The information included in the URL often follows the same patterns as the articles in
which the multimedia files are embedded. As regards the URLs pointing to YouTube videos
they do not include any important information.
5.3.5 Forum and discussion areas
A web site may provide discussion areas or forums where users can exchange their
experiences. It is quite important for both use cases to retrieve such kind of information
since persons in need tend to consult and pay special attention to experiences
communicated by someone facing a similar problem.
As sample, we analyse the forum area of the “Dementia Care Centre”7.
a) Sample analysis
The forum contains a number of subjects/areas where each of them is further organised into
a number of topics. Each topic has a number of posts (figure 5-21).

7

http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/
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Figure 5-21

For each subject/area, we observe the replies, the creation date and the date of last reply.

Figure 5-22

The information of a forum is represented by different encoded types including text, videos
and images.
In the following we look at the content part of a post, the metadata and the URL.
Content: The important content of a post can be found in its title and in the text that it
contains. Both will be subject of information analysis and extraction tasks.
Also important metadata including the author (submitted by), the date and time can be
extracted from the post itself.
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Figure 5-23

Metadata: As regards the metadata, they do not provide any meaningful information
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta name="revisit-after" content="1 day" />

URL: Similarly, no important information is provided inside the URL.
b) Conclusion
When collecting data from forums we are interested in the posts and the different metadata
associated with them.
Content: The content of a forum follows other rules than standard text articles. The topics
are not having a conceptual structure since they have been created by inexperienced users.
Other times, the administrator of the forum may create some general categories where
respective content corresponds. As regards the concepts covered by forum posts, they are
stories, experiences, practical advices and opinions about specific health problems/issues.
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Figure 5-24

In addition, the language is interspersed by abbreviations, idioms, grammatically and
orthographically incorrect words, and emoticons. The text analysis and information
extraction have to cope with those problems.
The metadata included in the content of a forum post are the author (image, join date,
location, posts, blog entries, etc.), the date, the replies, the votes of a post, the total users
and the followers of a discussion (figure 5-25).
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Figure 5-25

5.3.6 Social media
Most of the web sites that we have analysed maintain a tweeter or a Facebook presence.
We have used www.healthywomen.org and www.MayoClinic.org tweeter accounts as
representative examples for our analysis.
a) Sample analysis
A tweeter account provides information about the respective organisation, a short
description about its aim and link to the official website. Besides the tweets and retweets it
provides access to images and videos uploaded in the specific tweeter account.
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Figure 5-26

In the posts, we recognise the twitter name of the author, the post itself, images, number of
retweets, favourites and the time of posting (figure 5-27¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de
la referencia.).

Figure 5-27

The retweets can be reached by clicking into “RETWEETS”. They appear in a pop-up window.
There, we can see the re-posts, the names of their authors and the number of followers of
each of them (figure 5-28).
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Figure 5-28

Metadata: We could not find available metadata
URL: Inside the URL
URL: All twitter URLs provide meaningful information regarding the name of tweeter
account.
https://twitter.com/HealthyWomen

b) Conclusion
Similar conclusions with the analysis of forum posts have been made.
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6 APPLICABLE TECHNIQUES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE
BASIC CARE AND HEALTH-RELATED WEB RESOURCES
In the previous section we have presented the important information that should be
extracted from basic care and health-related web resources. This is summarised in table 5-1.
This important information is mainly encoded in content, metadata and URL. Additional
information can be found in images and video modalities. However, the accompanying
content and the metadata annotation are sufficient for the information extraction tasks.
Thus, the approaches that should be applied to obtain the required information include: web
crawling, data acquisition from APIs and metadata harvesting. These methods are further
described in the following sections.

6.1

Web crawling

Crawlers are fully automated tools that scan the websites, follow all links from a site,
retrieve the contents and store the results in a predefined repository.
A generic crawler accepts as input a seed list (i.e. a number of web domains or URLs) and
discovers up to a number of levels the links and fetches the content of those links. The
advantage of a generic crawler is that it does not require frequent updates and
modifications due to changes in the structure or services of a given source and thus it is
easier to support. The disadvantage could be that a generic crawler collects huge amounts of
data that are first stored, and the selection of relevant subsets of documents, e.g. based on
keywords, has to be performed afterwards.
In KRISTINA, existing open source crawlers will be used such as the Apache Nutch8.
Crawling PDF files
Though it was not our initial scope, we adopted the crawling task to include PDF files since
end users have come up during the empirical study with a significant number of PDF
resources.
The existing crawlers can parse an online directory and therefore pdf, docs, txt or odt files
included in it.
Crawling social media
When crawling social media sources, among other things, the following should be taken into
account:


8

The crawler should be able to recognise the structure of the sources and to differentiate
the so called ‘entities’, i.e. the postings on the one hand, and their attributes, such as
author, date of the posting, registration date of the user/author, and other meta
information, on the other. For this, the methodology of scraping is the most
recommendable one: the crawler tries to identify these structures during the crawling

http://nutch.apache.org/
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and to store them in predefined structured repositories. The other way around (crawl,
store, and then structure) would require higher computing capabilities and lead to higher
error rates.
For KRISTINA, since we will use the infrastructure that already exists and is being used at
pressrelations, the approach will not be to crawl the contents of the posts and tweets,
but to acquire them through public APIs. These APIs return already structured
information.
Not all sites can be continuously and completely crawled and indexed. The providers of
the portals might set limits for the permissible loads
Consequently, it might become necessary to implement some “observer” techniques, in
order to identify and retrieve only new or changed data, and thus to treat available
resources with care. Another possible approach is to apply a non-selective crawling and
ignore content freshness. What will be kept in the end is determined at post-crawling
phase, by a service that inspects the repository and filters out duplicates or old content.




Crawling multimedia data
To fetch and store multimedia files (video, audio) during the crawling can be very time
consuming and also difficult. An applicable way is to try to extract the links to images, audio
and video files, and to fetch them at post-crawling phase. However, given that in some cases
the multimedia content is accessed through the use of jQuery, Flash, or a media player,
extracting these hidden links is not always possible. In the cases that the extraction of the
links was successful, the content can be fetched afterwards and stored in a multimedia
repository.

6.2

Data acquisition via APIs

Additionally or alternatively, the data can be acquired by consulting the public APIs which
are offered by most social media channels. We list only a couple of indicative examples:
FB Graph API
Facebook is an online social networking service. Users must register before using the site,
after which they may create a personal profile, add other users as friends, exchange
messages, and receive automatic notifications when they update their profile. Additionally,
users may join common-interest user groups, organised by workplace, school or college, or
other characteristics, and categorise their friends into lists such as "people from work" or
"close friends".9
Facebook Graph API10 is the new version of the old REST-API. It has been published in
April2010. The idea of this interface is that the user can query for each single object type
(user, event, site) in the Facebook-Graph by using a uniform URL
(https://graph.facebook.com/ID).By using further URLs it is possible to fetch different kinds
of relations. The Graph API also provides a search function for all public contents.
9

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook

10

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
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Twitter Search API
Twitter is an online social networking and micro blogging service that enables users to send
and read short 140-character text messages, called "tweets". Registered users can read and
post tweets, but unregistered users can only read them. Users access Twitter through the
website interface, SMS, or mobile device app.11
The Twitter Search API12 is part of Twitter's v1.1 REST API. It allows queries against the
indices of recent or popular Tweets. It has been published in 2006. It can be used to query a
real-time index of tweets. This index however is limited to the last six to nine days. Older
tweets cannot be queried.
Alternatively, Twitter Streaming API13 can be used for real-time monitoring of tweet streams.
A part of the Streaming API is the “Fire-Hose” method, which enables you to monitor all
public status messages. It can be used only against payment.

6.3

Metadata harvesting

Metadata harvesting (collection, extraction) aims at automatically collecting internal
metadata from META tags, which are located in the “header” source code of a web site.
Metadata can be simple HTML meta tags or defined by a schema such as Dublin Core or
Open Graph.
Several methods can be used for automatic metadata harvesting, which can be divided into
two main categories: machine learning approaches and rule-based approaches.
Several methods can be used for automatic metadata harvesting, which can be divided into
two main categories: machine learning approaches and rule-based approaches. In general,
machine learning (ML) methods are robust and adaptable to any document set, when one
can find a gold set of training data. In fact, the basic idea of this approach is to learn
segmentation models from training data and then to use them from classifying previously
unseen data. ML techniques may include symbolic learning, support vector machines (Han,
et al. 2003), hidden Markov models (Seymore, et al. 1999), as well as statistical methods.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are the most widely used learning approach for extracting
information from sequential data. However, they are based on the assumption that the
model features they represent are not independent from each other. For this reason, HMMs
cannot easily exploit regularities of semi-structured real data. In order to deal with the
problem of independent features, other models have been introduced such as maximum
entropy-based Markov models (McCallum, et al. 2000) and conditional random fields
(Lafferty, et al. 2001). In general, all learning techniques represent training data as a set of
features which, in case of metadata harvesting, can be word and line specific. The former
may include intrinsic orthographic properties of words as well as information about words
and n-grams extracted from reference corpora and gazetteers. Line-specific features,
instead, include for example the number of words in the line, the line position in the
11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter
https://dev.twitter.com/docs/using-search
13
https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/streaming
12
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document as well as information about the contained tokens. Learning techniques have
been employed with promising results, although they proved to work properly with
relatively homogeneous document sets. Effectiveness can significantly decline as the
heterogeneity of the data collection increases, and an annotated training set is always
mandatory.
On the contrary, rule-based approaches can be straightforwardly implemented without
training, since they rely on a set of rules that define how to extract data based on human
observation (see for example (Chowdhury, 1999) and (Ding, et al. 1999)). Template mining
techniques based on pattern recognition and pattern / regular expression matching in meta
elements are commonly used in rule-based applications for metadata harvesting
(Moumtzidou,et al. 2010).
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7 CONCLUSIONS
One of the objectives of WP5 in the KRISTINA project is to extract content from web
resources (including social media) that will be later used for answering user-generated
questions. The purpose of this deliverable was to define an extraction framework for
retrieving relevant information found in basic care and health-related web resources. For
this task, we have used a well-established empirical cycle methodology proposed by A.D. de
Groot (1969). Based on this, we have analysed a list of representative web resources
collected by the support of the trial partners (i.e., EKUT, DRK and semFYC).
The result of this study was a list of concepts representing the important information that
should be extracted from basic care and health-related web resources. This important
information is mainly encoded in content, metadata and URL. Additional information can be
found in images and video modalities. However, the annotation accompanying this content
type is usually sufficient for information extraction task. Another interesting observation
made was that important basic care and health related information is conveyed in pdf files
and thus the crawling approach should be adopted to include this type of resource. In
addition, different types of concepts are present in different modalities. For example,
forums usually present a narrow spectrum of concepts including experiences, opinions, and
advices. In addition, the language used in forums is interspersed by abbreviations, idioms,
grammatically and orthographically incorrect words, and emoticons. Therefore, the text
analysis and information extraction have to be adapted each time to cope with respective
particularities of the web resource.
Based on the analysis of web resources and its findings, we have selected the appropriate
approaches that should be applied to obtain the required information. These include web
crawling, data acquisition from APIs and metadata harvesting. Besides the content of web
site, the crawling approach will be used for parsing pdf files and multimedia content.
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A

Appendix
Scr.
Nr

Name /
Abbreviation

URL

Language

Type of
resource

Use case
relevance

Accessibility
(Free/restricted)

1

Pflege-ABC

www.pflege-abc.info

German

webpage

1

free

2

Pflegeverantwort
ung

www.pflegeverantwortung.de

German

webpage

1

free

Webpage structured based
on alphabetical keywords
Information about carerelated issues, news,
external links (to a directory
of care-liaison offices
throughout Germany)

Short description (content)

Suggested
by

Organization
type/profile

DRK

Non-profit
organization

DRK

Non-profit
organization

DRK

Health care
company

DRK

Nursing company

3

Pflege.de

www.pflege.de

German

webpage

1

free

Contact details of care
providers, information
about care related issues

4

Kooperation
Respekt
Pflegedienst

www.kooperation-respekt.de

German

webpage

1

free

webpage of a nursing home

5

Validation (Pflege)

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Val
idation_(Pflege)

German

wiki page

1

free

6

Curendo, Ihre
Hilfe beim Pflegen

http://www.curendo.de/

German

webpage

1

free

webpage of a nursing
company

EKUT

Nursing company

7

Rollator

http://www.rollator-gehhilfengehwagen.de/

German

Blog
webpage

1

free

Hints for wheeled walkers
and walk-assisting devices

EKUT

Supplier of walkassisting devices

free

Webpage for finding
doctors, hospitals and care
providers

CERTH

Services for
finding doctors,
hospitals and care
providers

8

Weisse Liste

https://www.weisse-liste.de/de/

German

webpage
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free

Video related to
mobilization of the elderly
at the edge of the bed with
little help

DRK

1

free

Advices for the relatives and
care providers of elderly

DRK

pdf

1

free

Comprehensive manual
about care providing

DRK

German

pdf

1

free

Short advices about care
providing

DRK

German

pdf

1

free

Advices about care
providing at home

DRK/EKUT

Non-profit
organization:
Eberhard Karls
University of
Tübingen
(http://www.tabl
u.de)
Non-profit
organizations:Lan
desstelle
Pflegende
Angehörige of
NordheinWestfalen &
Kuratorium
Deutsche
Altershilfe
Non-profit
organization:
Bundesministeriu
m fur Gesundheit
(German Federal
Ministry of Health
)
Non-profit
organization:
Bundesministeriu
m fur Gesundheit
(German Federal
Ministry of Health
)
Non-profit
organization:
Bundesministeriu
m fur Gesundheit
(German Federal
Ministry of Health
)

free

Health care considering
diversities among different
nationalities

EKUT

Non-profit
organization:
Cleveland Clinic

9

Mobilisation an
die Bettkante mit
wenig Hilfe

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=TQdTAe0y7Zw

German

video

1

10

Was ist, wenn ...?
24 Fragen zum
Thema
Häusliche Pflege

http://www.lpfanrw.de/tl_files/Landesstelle/02
%20die%20Landesstelle/Veroeff
entlichungen/Broschuere%2024
%20Fragen%20Homepage.pdf

German

pdf

11

Ratgeber zur
Pflege
Alles, was Sie zur
Pflege wissen
müssen

http://www.fuberlin.de/sites/dcfamservice/pflege/RatgeberPflege_1
40704.pdf

German

12

Pflegebedürftig.
Was nun?
Die ersten Schritte
zur schnellen Hilfe

http://www.bmg.bund.de/filead
min/dateien/Publikationen/Pfle
ge/Flyer/Faltblatt_Pflegebeduer
ftig_Was_nun_01.pdf

Pflegen zu Hause
Ratgeber für die
häusliche Pflege

https://www.bundesgesundheit
sministerium.de/fileadmin/datei
en/Publikationen/Pflege/Brosch
ueren/140909_Pflegen_zu_Haus
e_bf.pdf

Diversity ToolKit

https://my.clevelandclinic.org/c
cf/media/files/Diversity/diversit
y-toolkit.pdf

13

14

English

pdf
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EKUT

Non-profit
organization:
Institut fur
Georontology/Uni
versitat
Heidelberg
(Elderly People
Institute/Universi
ty of Heidelberg)

EKUT

Non-profit
organization:
Sozialverband
VdK

15

Versorgungssituat
ion alterer
Menschen mit
Migrationshinterg
rund in der Pflege
(VaMP)

https://www.badenwuerttemberg.de/fileadmin/red
aktion/dateien/Remote/sm/abs
chlussbericht_vaemp_kd.pdf

16

Pflege geht jeden
an Angehorige
selbst pflegen-ein
Ratgeber

http://www.vdk.de/deutschland
/downloadglobalmime/46/VdKPflegeratgeber++Pflege+geht+jeden+an.pdf

17

Pflege zu Hause,
Praktische
Hinweise und
Anregungen

http://www.dak.de/dak/downlo
ad/Broschuere_Pflege_zu_Haus
e-1093364.pdf

German

pdf

18

Ratgeber zur
Pflege

http://www.beruf-undfamilie.de/system/cms/data/dl_
data/69f8dbe2839664e12a0bf5
050574242c/Ratgeber_Pflege.p
df

German

pdf

19

Info Umgang mit
Demenz

http://www.kooperationrespekt.de/upload/5661058Info-Umgang-mit-Demenz.pdf

German

pdf

1

20

Enfamilia

http://enfamilia.aeped.es/

Spanish

webpage

2

CERTH

Centro de Salud
Alameda Perchel
Ministry of
Health, Social
Services and

https://sites.google.com/site/cs
alamedaperchel/

Spanish

webpage

2

SemFYC

http://www.msssi.gob.es/organi
zacion/sns/planCalidadSNS

Spanish

webpage

1, 2

21

22

German

German

pdf

pdf
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free

Advices for care providing
to dementia patients with
different nationalities
Long-term care
Support and assistance
Housing adaptation
Legal and financial issues
Care and Occupation

1

free

Practical advices and
suggestions on care
providing at home

EKUT

1

free

Manual about care
providing

EKUT

Health and
Insurance
Company "DAKGesundheit"
Non-profit
organization:
Bundesministeriu
m fur Gesundheit
(German Federal
Ministry of Health
)

free

Short advices about care
providing to dementia
patients

EKUT

Nursing company

1

1

free

mental, reproductive
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Equality, Quality
plan for the
National Health
System
Ministry of
Health, Social
Services and
Equality

http://www.msssi.gob.es

Spanish

webpage

2

24

Ministry del
Interior

http://www.interior.gob.es/web
/servicios-alciudadano/extranjeria/regimengeneral/menores-extranjeros

Spanish

webpage

2

25

Trámites
nacimiento de un
hijo en España

http://www.tramitesnacimiento
.com/

Spanish

webpage

2

26

Que es lo primero
que miras en un
hombre

http://www.msssi.gob.es/campa
nnas/campanas09/preservativo
entubolsillo/index.html

Spanish

webpage

2

SemFYC

27

semFYC

https://www.semFYC.es

Spanish

webpage

2

SemFYC

28

WHO-Espania

http://www.who.int/tb/es/

Spanish

webpage

2

SemFYC

29

European
CommissionPublic Health

http://ec.europa.eu/health/cros
s_border_care/policy/index_es.
htm

Spanish

webpage

2

SemFYC

30

FAAS

http://www.faas.es/

Spanish

webpage

2

23
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AIDS, vaccination

CERTH

SemFYC

childbirth procedures

webpage for deaf people
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SemFYC

SemFYC
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31

Servicio Andaluz
de Salud

www.juntadeandalucia.es/

Spanish

webpage

2

SemFYC

32

MedlinePlus

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlin
eplus/spanish/

Spanish/English

webpage

2

SemFYC

33

Intersas

http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.
es/pls/intersas/servicios.acceso_
portal

Spanish

webpage

2

appointments

SemFYC

34

Discapnet

http://www.discapnet.es/Castell
ano/Paginas/default.aspx

Spanish

webpage

2

disable people

SemFYC

35

Junta de
andalucia

Spanish

webpage

2

salud mental, Tarjeta
sanitaria

SemFYC

36

Junta de
andalucia

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es
/temas/salud/servicios.html
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es
/salud/channels/temas/temas_e
s/C_3_NUESTRA_SALUD/C_1_Vi
da_sana/Vacunas/vacunacion_i
nfantil/vacunacion_infantil?perfi
l=ciud&desplegar=/temas_es/C_
3_NUESTRA_SALUD/&idioma=es
&tema=/temas_es/C_3_NUESTR
A_SALUD/C_1_Vida_sana/Vacun
as/vacunacion_infantil/&conteni
do=/channels/temas/temas_es/
C_3_NUESTRA_SALUD/C_1_Vida
_sana/Vacunas/vacunacion_infa
ntil/vacunacion_infantil

37

Guia practica de la
Salud

http://guiapractica.semFYC.info/

Spanish

Spanish

2

book
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2

SemFYC

webpage for deaf people
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40

Guia practica de la
Salud
Difusión de
laEstrategia en
SaludMental del
SistemaNacional
de Saludy
formación
aprofesionales
PLAN PARA LA
PREVENCIÓN Y
CONTROL DE LA
TUBERCULOSIS EN
ESPAÑA

41

GUÍA PRÁCTICA
PARA PADRES

42

Carta de servicios
del Servicio
Andaluz de Salud

43

FAAS

44

Alameda Health
Center Perchel-A
lameda Health
Center Perchel

38

39

http://guiapractica.semFYC.info/
buscador/19_05.pdf

Spanish

pdf

2

SemFYC

http://www.aepcp.net/arc/DIFU
SION_ESTRATEGIA_SALUD_MEN
TAL(accesibilidad).pdf

Spanish

pdf

2

SemFYC

http://www.msssi.gob.es/profes
ionales/saludPublica/prevPromo
cion/docs/planTuberculosis.pdf

Spanish

pdf

2

SemFYC

Spanish

pdf

2

SemFYC

Spanish

pdf

2

SemFYC

Spanish

video

2

SemFYC

Spanish

pdf

2

SemFYC

http://enfamilia.aeped.es/sites/
enfamilia.aeped.es/files/guia_pr
actica_padres_aep_1.pdf
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es
/servicioandaluzdesalud/library/
plantillas/externa.asp?pag=/con
tenidos/derechos/cartaservicios
/SAScartaMalaga.pdf

http://www.faas.es/salud/video
03_.html
https://35d850ff-a-62cb3a1a-ssites.googlegroups.com/site/csal
amedaperchel/Organizar%20acti
vidades.pdf?attachauth=ANoY7c
qH6jiTujIliiBDILexex5AOpORo1A
NgaB0PZBnD9VPH3rrcmN7eHtY
0orEN1e3VeEhjL9ibRyrKUMjZ9gOYG_Qx4skm1QMr
6gZ8EQJcWK7D0OUrJsieTHqpW
EoBvC7UgS64E0XaUelZrOlDGpS
gsMIaSllk0ZChSxIJrlquxuvQNzGN
FCxZC1ozIzEaHrIDP4wEiDo7PJKlr
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z57u8RNP4CmzR2eKe34FZb2cqa
EopZmK7C4%3D&attredirects=0

http://www.mpbn.net/Televisio
n/LocalTelevisionPrograms/Cari
ngfortheCaregiverDementiaand
Alzheimers.aspx

45

MPBN

46

German Federal
Ministry of
Health, Long-term
Care

http://www.bmg.bund.de/en/lo
ng-term-care.html

English,
German

DW (Deutsche
Welle)

http://www.dw.de/germanyadopts-nursing-care-reformsfor-elderly/a-18047908

English and
other 29
languages

48

Alzheimer Europe

http://www.alzheimereurope.org/

49

Facts about
Germany

http://www.tatsachen-ueberdeutschland.de/en/society/

English
English,
German,
Arabic, Polish,
Spanish,
Turkish, etc.

http://www.alz.org/

English and
other 14
languages

47

50

Alzheimer's
Association

51

remedy's health
communities
(Remedy Health
Media)

http://www.healthcommunities.
com/

English

English

Video

webpage

1

1

free

Documentary about care
providing to patients with
dementia and Alzheimer's
disease

free

Information about activities
of German Federal Ministry
of Health on long-term care
of elderly dementia patients

webpage

1

free

Information about reforms
on nursing care for elderly
encouraged by German
Parliament.
Information on all forms
and aspects of dementia.
Creation of a common
European platform through
co-ordination and cooperation between
European Alzheimer
organizations.

webpage

1

free

Facts about social situation
in German

free

Webpage about Alzheimer
and dementia, caregivers
and research advances, with
discussion board and blog.

free

Educational information for
a big range of conditions
and health living.

webpage

webpage
and forum

webpage
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1

1

1, 2

free
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CERTH

MPBN in
partnership with
Alzheimer's
Association

EKUT

Non-profit
organization:
German Federal
Ministry of Health

EKUT

Deutsche Welle,
DW (Germany’s
international
broadcaster)

EKUT

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

EKUT

-

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

CERTH

Health
information and
technology
company

Dx.x – V1.1

52

Elderly Care
Ti+A51:B53ps

53

Alzheimer's
Society

54

Alzheimer's
Society/Talking
point

55

UK's Parkinson's
support and
research charity.

56

57

58

Dementia care
center

MedicineNet.com

WebMD

http://www.elderlycaretips.info
/

http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/s
ite/index.php

http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/
forum.php

http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/

http://www.dementiacarecentr
al.com/

http://www.medicinenet.com/

http://www.webmd.com

English

English

webpage
(php)

webpage
(php)

English

forum
(php)

English

webpage
and forum

English, Spanish

English

English

webpage
and forum

webpage

webpage
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free

Articles on caring for the
elderly, Alzheimer's and
dementia.

free

Articles on dementia,
advices for living with
dementia, caregiving blog
archive with stories,

1

requires
registration

Online discussion forum for
anyone affected by
dementia and their relatives
and caregivers.

1

free (forum
requires
registration)

Information, support and
cure for people with
Parkinson's.

CERTH

free (forum
requires
registration)

Info about dementia, find
resources on supporting
people with dementia and
medication, tips and advice
for caregivers and also
provide connection with the
latter.

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization
Website originally
developed by
Clinical Tools, Inc.
with funding from
the National
Institute on
Aging.
Management
transferred to the
American Elder
Care Research
Organization in
2013.

free

Authoritative medical
information, healthy tips,
symptoms and treatment of
several diseases

CERTH

WebMD
Company

free

Info about health, diseases,
drugs, living healthy, family
and pregnancy.

CERTH

WebMD
Company

1

1

1

1, 2

1, 2
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CERTH

-

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

Dx.x – V1.1

1, 2

free (forum
requires
registration)

Info about fitness, healthy
living, parenting, healthy
eating, symptoms and
medicines os various
diseases. E-shop for
medicines

Patient
information
Publications
Mayo Clinic is a
non-profit
organization in
medical care,
research and
education.

59

Patient

http://patient.info/

English

webpage
and forum

60

Mayo Clinic

http://www.mayoclinic.org/pati
ent-care-and-health-information

English

webpage

1, 2

free

http://www.nhs.uk/

English and
other 12
languages

webpage

1, 2

free

Patient care and health info.
Patient care and health info.
Community/social network
HealthUnlocked
https://healthunlocked.com
/about

free

Articles on causes of death,
risk factors, diseases
symptoms, diagnostics and
treatment.

CERTH

Healthcare
company.
Component of
the Department
of Health and
Human Services
of USA
Government.

CERTH

Non-profit
organization.

Non-profit
organization.

61

NHS choices

62

CDC-Centers for
Disease Control
and Prevention

CERTH

English and
Spanish

webpage

1

free

Info about caregiving at
home. Support caregivers
on education, services,
research and advocacy.

webpage

1, 2

free

A guide to mental care and
wellbeing.

CERTH

free

Caregiving tips on several
health problems of elderly
people.

CERTH

free

Information and personal
experiences on several
diseases

CERTH

63

FCA

https://caregiver.org/

64

HG

http://www.helpguide.org/

English

65

HomewatchCareG
ivers

https://www.homewatchcaregiv
ers.com/

healthtalk.org

CERTH

http://www.cdc.gov/

English,
Spanish,
Korean,
Vietnamese

66

CERTH

http://www.healthtalk.org

English

English

webpage

webpage

webpage
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1, 2

1

1, 2
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Caregiving
company.
Partnership
between a charity
called DIPEx and
The Health
Experiences
Research Group

Dx.x – V1.1
or ‘HERG’ at The
University of
Oxford.

67

WHO, Europe

68

Association of
reproductive
Health
Professionals

69

AgriLife Extension

http://www.euro.who.int/en/he
alth-topics

English, French,
German,
Russian

webpage

1, 2

http://www.arhp.org/

English (some
articles also in
Spanish)

webpage

2

http://fcs.tamu.edu/index.php

English (some
articles also in
Spanish)

webpage

1, 2

free

Info about a vast amount of
health issues and
administrative actions.

CERTH

free

Articles about sexual and
reproductive health.

CERTH

free

Articles with practical
information for families’
health and wellbeing.

EKUT

CERTH

Non-profit
organization
(World Health
Organization)

Company dealing
with educational
programs.

70

AIDS

https://www.aids.gov/

English

webpage

2

free

Information about HIV, HIV
services, HIV policies and
programs - blog

71

healthywomen

http://www.healthywomen.org/

English

webpage
and blogs

2

free

Articles on women’s
physical and mental health.

CERTH

BZgA

http://www.bzgawhocc.de/?uid=20c71afcb419f2
60c6afd10b684768f5&id=home

English and
German

webpage

2

free

Articles about sexual and
reproductive health

CERTH

Non-profit
organization.
Department of
the non-profit
World Health
Organization
(WHO), a
specialized
agency of the
United Nations.

free

Information about
HIV/AIDS, prevention, care
and advocacy, with support
and hotline.

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

72

73

GMHC

http://www.gmhc.org/

English

webpage
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2
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74

American Sexual
Health
Association

http://www.ashastd.org/

English

webpage

2

75

American
Academy of
Pediatrics

https://www.aap.org/enus/Pages/Default.aspx

English

webpage

2

76

Rwanda Ministry
of Health

http://www.moh.gov.rw/filead
min/templates/Clinical/OBS_Gy
n_last-version.pdf

77

THE LONG-TERM
CARE SYSTEM FOR
THE ELDERLY IN
GERMANY

78

Care services for
the elderly in
Germany

http://www.ancienlongtermcare.eu/sites/default/fi
les/ENEPRI%20_ANCIEN_%20RR
No78Germany.pdf
http://www.researchgate.net/pr
ofile/Hildegard_Theobald/public
ation/241770012_Care_services
_for_the_elderly_in_Germany_i
nfrastructure_access_and_utilis
ation_from_the_perspective_of
_different_user_groups/links/0c
96052e0dd68c381a000000.pdf

79

Alzheimer's
Association
“Activities at
home”

http://www.alz.org/national/do
cuments/brochure_activities.pdf

80

social care
institute for
excelence

http://www.scie.org.uk/socialca
retv/index.asp

81

caregiver action
network

http://caregiveraction.org/foru
m

free

Information about sexual
health and sexually
transmitted diseases.

CERTH

Non-profit
organization.

free

Information about issues of
children health.

CERTH

Non-profit
organization.

CERTH

EKUT

Rwanda Ministry
of Health
ENEPRI European
Network of
Economic Policy
Research
Institutes

EKUT

Publication by
Hildegard
Theobald.

English

pdf

2

free

Clinical protocols and
treatmnet guidelines on
women health, pregnancy
and childbirth.

English

pdf

1

free

Info about caregiving for the
elderly in Germany.

free

Info about care services for
the elderly in Germany.

English

English

English

English

pdf

pdf

Youtube
videos

forum
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1

free

Advices on dementia.

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

1

free

Information about mental
health, caregiving, disabled
people and mental
disorders.

CERTH

independent
charity

1

free (registration
required to post
comments)

Forum with information and
support on caregiving.

CERTH

Non-profit
organization

1
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82

Alzconnected
(powered by
Alzheimer's
Association)

83

European
Foundation for
the Care of
Newborn Infants

http://www.efcni.org/

84

advocates for
youth

http://www.advocatesforyouth.
org/

85

Office of
Adolescent Health

86

Center for Young
Women's Health

https://www.alzconnected.org/

English

forum

English

webpage
and blog

English

webpage

1

2

2

free (registration
required to post
comments)

Forum on dementia and
caregiving.

CERTH

Non-profit, nongovernmental
organization

free

Info about pregnancy,
childbirth and care on newborn infants.

CERTH

Foundation

free

http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/

English

webpage

2

free

http://youngwomenshealth.org/

English and
Spanish (Guías
de la Salud)

webpage
and forum
("Ask us")

2

free
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Information for young
people about reproductive
and sexual health.
Information about
reproductive and sexual
health of adolescents, as
well as their mental and
physical health.
Information about
gynaecology; general and
sexual health of women,
pregnancy and childbirth,
nutrition and fitness.
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CERTH

CERTH

CERTH

U.S. Department
of Health and
Human Services
Part of Boston
Children’s
Hospital, which is
a non-profit
organization.
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Appendix

1
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

Pflege-ABC
http://www.pflege-abc.info/
German
Care-related facts, structured by alphabetical keywords
Onpage – texts
No external links
Yes
Yes: http://www.pflege-abc.info/pflege-abc/suchwort/artikel/pflegestufen.html
Single articles
Yes - wide range of topics covered
No
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Style-Type" content="text/css" />
<meta name="audience" content="Alle" />
<meta name="content-language" content="deutsch,de,at,ch" />
<meta name="language" content="deutsch,de,at,ch" />
<meta name="description" content="Achten Sie darauf, eine der Gesamtsituation entsprechenden Pflegestufe zu erhalten. Es zählt der
Zeitaufwand für die einzelnen Hilfeleistungen. Übersicht Pflegeeinstufungen: Pflegestufe 1 (Erheblich Pflegebedürftig), Pflegestufe 2
(Schwerpflegebedürftig), Pflegestufe 3 (Schwerstpflegebedürftig)." />
<meta name="keywords"
content="1,3,2,Pflegestufe,Pflegebedürftige,Pflegesachleistungen,Pflegegeld,Pflegestufen,Pflegeleistungsergänzungsgesetz,Härtefall,Pflegeleist
ungsergänzungsgesetz" />
Yes- http://www.pflege-abc.info/pflege-abc/artikel/pflegegeld.html
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Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

e.g. Apoplexy (all of them)

-

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

-

Use case coverage / relevance

1 Dementia, daily care, basic care info

2
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text

Pflegeverantwortung
http://www.pflegeverantwortung.de
German
Information about care-related issues, news, external links

Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

st

Onpage – texts
Yes
Some of them
Side bar, bottom, left
e.g. Liste aller Pflegestützpunkte; Diverse Formulare; MDK Anleitungen und Unterlagen; Hilfsangebote bei Aggression und Gewalt in der Pflege
etc.
Yes
Yes: http://www.pflegeverantwortung.de/pflegeversicherung-grundpflege29.html
Single articles
No – administrative source
No
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta name="keywords" content="Grundpflege, Pflegestufe, Einstufung" />
<meta name="description" content="Erfahrungen, Nachrichten zum Thema Pflege und Pflegeversicherung, Altenpflege, Pflegestufe und
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Hilfsmittel" />
http://www.pflegeverantwortung.de/pflegeversicherung-verhinderungspflege.html
-

-

Caregiving and nursing info

partially

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

yes
-

Use case coverage / relevance

1 Daily care, basic care, administrative information

3
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Pflege.de
https://www.pflege.de/
German
General information about care at home, technical facilities etc.

st

Onpage – texts, images
No
No
No – information provider (seems commercially)
No
<meta name="description" content="Kostenlose Pflege-Beratung ✓ stationäre und ambulante Altenpflege, ✓ Wohnen im Alter. Auf
pflege.de helfen wir Ihnen kompetent und persönlich.">
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
4
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

<meta name="keywords" content="pflege.de,Pflegeberatung,Pflegeheim,Pflegedienstleistungen,Pflege"><meta name="robots"
content="index, follow, noodp">
<meta content='text/html; charset=utf-8' http-equiv='content-type'>
Yes- https://www.pflege.de/hoergeraete
-

Offers help when care-conditions changes or when technical facilities are needed
Little
st

1 Daily care
Kooperation Respekt – Pflegedienst
http://www.kooperation-respekt.de/
German
Care-related information
Onpage – texts
No
No
Partially
No
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

<meta name="publisher" content="Euroweb Internet GmbH" />
<meta name="description" content="Die Pflegedienst Kooperation Respekt GbR aus Bretten bietet ambulante Altenpflege und Krankenpflege.
Ausgebildete Pflegekräfte unterstützen Sie im Alltag." />
Yes- http://www.kooperation-respekt.de/aktuelles.php
Dementia (pdf download), decubitus (pdf download), risk of exsiccosis (pdf download),
Prevention of falls (pdf download), tips for informal caregivers

Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
5
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

List of fees valid in Baden-Wuerttemberg
-

st

1 Dementia, basic care info, daily care, instructions on care of patients with specific health conditions
Validation
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Validation_%28Pflege%29
German, English
Information about validation
Onpage – texts
Yes
Yes
Bottom of the page
Validation in Alzheimer Forum; European Validation Association (EVA); Integrative Validation
No – it’s a page within a wiki
No
No
-
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

-

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
6
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

-

Dementia

st

1 Dementia, instructions on care of patients with specific health conditions
Curendo – Ihre Hilfe beim Pflegen
http://www.curendo.de/
German
Information about care specific things
html
Onpage - text, images, PDF
Links to forum threads – text, images
Yes
Yes
Inside the text
The whole name of the link
Yes
Yes, e.g. https://pflege.curendo.de/searchresults?q=Essen
Links to internal web pages
Different care specific things
Yes – as a care dictionary
Yes
Examples: https://pflege.curendo.de/service/glossar/A/alzheimer
https://pflege.curendo.de/service/glossar/D/demenz
<meta http-equiv="content-language" content="de-de">
<meta name="description" itemprop="description" content="Bevor Leistungen aus der Pflegeversicherung in Anspruch genommen werden
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with


Caregiving and nursing info





Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical
professors
Experiences



können, muss zunächst eine Pflegestufe festgestellt werden. Dazu muss in jedem Fall ein" />
<meta name="keywords" itemprop="keywords" content="Pflegetagebuch" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: https://pflege.curendo.de/carefile/home/show
e.g. Alzheimer’s disease searching in care dictionary (short explanation): https://pflege.curendo.de/service/glossar/A/alzheimer

Chance to ask questions and peruse questions of other informal caregiver: https://pflege.curendo.de/post/exHZkrYFdH6HzLSHF
Chance to ask questions and peruse questions of other informal caregiver: https://pflege.curendo.de/post/exHZkrYFdH6HzLSHF
Chance to ask questions and peruse questions of other informal caregiver: https://pflege.curendo.de/post/exHZkrYFdH6HzLSHF
Looking for support points (in German: Pflegestützpunkte) https://pflege.curendo.de/service/caresupportpoints/home
Chance to look peruse questions in forum (sometimes they ask for experiences): https://pflege.curendo.de/searchresults?q=Erfahrungen
st

Use case coverage / relevance

1 Care dictionary, care forum, general and specific information about care

7
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available

Rollator – Informationen und Kauftipps rund um den Rollator
http://www.rollator-gehhilfen-gehwagen.de/
German
Information und buying tips about walking frame
HTML
Onpage - text, images
Yes, to providers of walking frame and other facilities
Yes
Inside the text
*Zum Anbieter* (To provider)
Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.rollator-gehhilfen-gehwagen.de/?s=gehen
Single articles, links to related topic areas with many articles
Yes, all about walking frame and facilities to walk
Yes – condition topics, e.g. Rollator Tipps (walking frame tips), Sicherheitstipps (security tips) or Handhabung (tips for handling)
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Topic included into the URL

Examples: http://www.rollator-gehhilfen-gehwagen.de/6-rollator-sicherheitstipps/

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with
 Caregiving and nursing info

 Administrative and procedural info
 Vaccinations
 Health centers and medical
professors
 Experiences

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
Topic, title of the information: http://www.rollator-gehhilfen-gehwagen.de/6-rollator-sicherheitstipps/

Use case coverage / relevance

1 Others: handling with technical aids

8
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results

Weisse Liste – Wegweiser im Gesundheitssystem
https://www.weisse-liste.de/de/
German
Help for searching an appropriate doctor, hospital or care service
HTML
Onpage - especially text

Several conditions about walking frame and other facilities to walk

Security tips: http://www.rollator-gehhilfen-gehwagen.de/6-rollator-sicherheitstipps/
Yes, how to order a walking frame etc.
Yes, on the linked websites

st

Yes
No
On the top and on the bottom
Names of the partner of the project, e.g. BertelsmannStiftung
No
No
No
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Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL

Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with
 Caregiving and nursing info
 Administrative and procedural info
 Vaccinations
 Health centers and medical
professors
 Experiences

For searching an appropriate doctor, hospital or care service
Yes – topic search doctor, hospital and care service near place of residence
Examples: https://www.weisseliste.de/de/krankenhaus/krankenhaussuche/ergebnisliste/?searchHospital=Universit%C3%A4tsklinikum+T%C3%BCbingen&searchKey=1121&se
archType=HOSPITAL_NAME&searchDistance=ALL&userInput=true
<meta name="description" content="Checklist vermittelt konkrete Hinweise f&uuml;r Krankenhausaufenthalt" />
<meta name="keywords" content="Checkliste" />
Topic and subtopic but not concretely structured, e.g. https://www.weisseliste.de/de/krankenhaus/krankenhaussuche/ergebnisliste/profil/?id=1121&searchKey=1121&searchHospital=Universit%C3%A4tsklinikum+T%C
3%BCbingen&searchType=HOSPITAL_NAME&type=hospital
- Yes, information how to get in contact, rating from patients, statistical facts like how often childbirth is executed, e.g. https://www.weisseliste.de
/de/krankenhaus/krankenhaussuche/ergebnisliste/profil/?id=99961&searchHospital=Universit%C3%A4tsklinikum+T%C3%BCbingen&searchTyp
e=HOSPITAL_NAME&type=hospitalUnitDeta
ils&previousId=
- Yes, where to find and rating from patients

- Yes, rating from further patients

st

Use case coverage / relevance

1 Use Case relevant concepts: contact points for mental health

9
URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the video
Useful metadata

Mobilisation an die Bettkante mit wenig Hilfe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQdTAe0y7Zw
German
Mobilization to the edge of a bed with little help of the patient
Youtube video
Images described by the speaker
No
<meta name="title" content="Mobilisation an die Bettkante mit wenig Hilfe">
<meta name="description" content="Regelmäßige Positionswechsel bringen den Kreislauf in Schwung und stärken das Wohlbefinden. In
diesem Video zeigen wir Ihnen, wie Sie Ihren Angehörigen mit g...">
<meta name="keywords" content="Mobilisation, Pflegende Angehörige, Pflegebedürftigkeit, Telecare, E-Health, Pflege zuhause,
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Telemedizin, Anleitungsvideo, How To, Hilfe zur Pflege, Unterstü...">
<meta property="og:site_name" content="YouTube">
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQdTAe0y7Zw">
<meta property="og:title" content="Mobilisation an die Bettkante mit wenig Hilfe">
<meta property="og:image" content="https://i.ytimg.com/vi/TQdTAe0y7Zw/hqdefault.jpg">
<meta property="og:description" content="Regelmäßige Positionswechsel bringen den Kreislauf in Schwung und stärken das
Wohlbefinden. In diesem Video zeigen wir Ihnen, wie Sie Ihren Angehörigen mit g...">
<meta property="og:type" content="video">
<meta property="og:video:url" content="https://www.youtube.com/embed/TQdTAe0y7Zw">
<meta property="og:video:type" content="text/html">
<meta property="og:video:url" content="http://www.youtube.com/v/TQdTAe0y7Zw?autohide=1&amp;version=3">
<meta property="og:video:type" content="application/x-shockwave-flash">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Mobilisation">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Pflegende Angehörige">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Pflegebedürftigkeit">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Telecare">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="E-Health">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Pflege zuhause">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Telemedizin">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Anleitungsvideo">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="How To">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Hilfe zur Pflege">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Unterstützung">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Pflegeschulung">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="TABLU">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Universität Tübingen">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Universitätsklinikum Tübingen">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Deutsches Rotes Kreuz">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Altenhilfe Tübingen">
<meta property="og:video:tag" content="Pflege-App">
<meta name="twitter:url" content="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQdTAe0y7Zw">
<meta name="twitter:title" content="Mobilisation an die Bettkante mit wenig Hilfe">
<meta name="twitter:description" content="Regelmäßige Positionswechsel bringen den Kreislauf in Schwung und stärken das
Wohlbefinden. In diesem Video zeigen wir Ihnen, wie Sie Ihren Angehörigen mit g...">
<meta name="twitter:image" content="https://i.ytimg.com/vi/TQdTAe0y7Zw/hqdefault.jpg">
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st

Use case coverage / relevance

1 Basic care info

10
URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Was ist, wenn…? 24 Fragen zum Thema häusliche Pflege
http://www.lpfanrw.de/tl_files/Landesstelle/02%20die%20Landesstelle/Veroeffentlichungen/Broschuere%2024%20Fragen%20Homepage.pdf
German
Information for informal caregivers
Pdf
Texts, images
Yes
st
1 Dementia, information for informal caregivers

11
URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Ratgeber zur Pflege – Alles, was Sie zur Pflege wissen müssen
http://www.fu-berlin.de/sites/dcfam-service/pflege/RatgeberPflege_140704.pdf
German
Information for informal caregivers
Pdf
Texts, images
Yes
st
1 Dementia, information for informal caregivers

12
URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Pflegebedürftig. Was nun? Die ersten Schritte zur schnellen Hilfe
http://www.fu-berlin.de/sites/dcfam-service/pflege/RatgeberPflege_140704.pdf
German
Information for informal caregivers
Pdf
Texts
No
st
1 Information for informal caregivers

13
URL

Pflegen zu Hause – Ratgeber für die häusliche Pflege
https://www.bundesgesundheitsministerium.de/fileadmin/dateien/Publikationen/Pflege/Broschueren/140909_Pflegen_zu_Hause_bf.pdf
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Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

German
Information about preparation, care at home, auxiliary supply, contact addresses
PDF
Images, tables, text
No
st
1 Use Case relevant concepts: basic care, instructions on care of patients with specific health conditions

14
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Diversity Toolkit
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/ccf/media/files/Diversity/diversity-toolkit.pdf
English
Information about what’s to consider with persons with different cultural, religious and sexual background
PDF
text
Yes, the resources, e.g. http://www.at-la.com/@la-mid.htm
st
1 - relevant pages: 193-195 – for the communication between KRISTINA and German care personnel
Use Case relevant concepts: Advices what to consider in caring e.g. a Turkish person: basic care, confront reactions

15

Versorgungssituation älterer Menschen mit türkischem Migrationshintergrund in der Pflege
(Supply situation of elderly people with Turkish migration background in the range of care)
https://www.baden-wuerttemberg.de/fileadmin/redaktion/dateien/Remote/sm/abschlussbericht_vaemp_kd.pdf
German
The PDF document is the final report of a study carried out in Baden-Württemberg. The main goal of the study was to describe the actual supply
situation of people with and without migration background with ambulant and stationary care institutions
PDF
Text, Images and tables
No (there are no links directly in the text, but there are links at the end of the document in the reference list to some resources)
st
1 Elderly people with migration background in Baden-Württemberg (federal state of Germany where also Tübingen is in) and their supply
situation
The PDF gives an overview of the conditions and the current state – results of the study between May 2011 and April 2014
Background information on care and migration

URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the PDF
Use case coverage / relevance
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URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the PDF
Use case coverage / relevance

Pflege geht jeden an Angehörige selbst pflegen -ein Ratgeber
http://www.vdk.de/deutschland/downloadglobalmime/46/VdK-Pflegeratgeber+-+Pflege+geht+jeden+an.pdf
German
PDF document for family caregivers, includes the current legal situation (2015)
PDF, scanned
Text, Images and tables
No (there are no links directly in the text, but there are links at the end of the document to help along)
st
1 Use Case relevant concepts: dementia, basic care
Others: care insurance, legal aspects

17
URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the PDF
Use case coverage / relevance

Pflege zu Hause, Praktische Hinweise und Anregungen
http://www.dak.de/dak/download/Broschuere_Pflege_zu_Hause-1093364.pdf
German
The PDF document is a brochure of a health insurance with practical tips for family caregivers
PDF
Text, Pictures
No (there are no links directly in the text, but at the end of the brochure one link to the homepage of the health insurance)
st
1 Use Case relevant concepts: Basic care info, daily care
Others: small trainings at home, back friendly care, technical aids

18
URL
Language
Content

Ratgeber zur Pflege
http://www.beruf-und-familie.de/system/cms/data/dl_data/69f8dbe2839664e12a0bf5050574242c/Ratgeber_Pflege.pdf
German
Brochure from the German federal ministry of health with information about the insurance and payments (at home, retirement home, for
people with dementia) and information for family caregivers, information about the quality in care institutions
PDF
Text, Pictures, Tables
No (there are no links directly in the text, but at the end of the brochure: offers of information from the federal ministry of health)
st
1 Use Case relevant concepts: information about the insurance and payments, includes different opportunities – care at home, ambulant
services or retirement home, information about consulting service and contact points, support for people with dementia
Others: includes checklists and a glossary

Format
Information encoded
Link inside the PDF
Use case coverage / relevance
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URL
Language
Content
Format
Information encoded
Link inside the PDF
Use case coverage / relevance

Info Umgang mit Demenz
http://www.kooperation-respekt.de/upload/5661058-Info-Umgang-mit-Demenz.pdf
German
Information and tips about dealing with dementia
PDF
Text
No
st
1 Use Case relevant concepts: dementia, dealing and help elderly with dementia
Others: Information about payments for elderly with dementia

20
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

En Familia
http://enfamilia.aeped.es/
Spanish
Information about pediatric care from the Spanish Society of Pediatrics
html
Onpage - text, images

Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Links to internal and external webpages
Yes. Pediatric and maternal advice on different aspects.
Yes – topic categories related to pediatrics subjects and maternal care
Yes
Examples: http://enfamilia.aeped.es/edades-etapas/le-estan-saliendo-dientes-mi-bebe (my baby’s teeth are growing)
http://enfamilia.aeped.es/edades-etapas/alimentacion-durante-embarazo (diet during pregnancy)
<meta name="description" content="Checklist vermittelt konkrete Hinweise f&uuml;r Krankenhausaufenthalt" />
<meta name="keywords" content="Checkliste" />
Topic, subtopic or title of the information: http://enfamilia.aeped.es/prevencion/recomendaciones-para-prevenir-ahogamientos-infantiles
(Translation: Prevention. Recommendations to prevent infant drowning)

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL

Yes
Yes
Inside the text
The whole name of the link
Yes
Yes, Example: http://enfamilia.aeped.es/edades-etapas/embarazo

Useful content
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Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with



Administrative and procedural info







Prevention
Healthy life
Health problems
Ages and stages in childhood
-Vaccinations

Use case coverage / relevance

21
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available

Prevention of accidents with children:
http://enfamilia.aeped.es/prevencion/prevencion-accidentes

Taking care, practical issues, tips, communication:
http://enfamilia.aeped.es/vida-sana/vacaciones-con-ninos-que-debo-saber
(What you should know when going on holidays with children)

Caring for children
- http://enfamilia.aeped.es/prevencion
- http://enfamilia.aeped.es/vida-sana
- http://enfamilia.aeped.es/temas-salud
- http://enfamilia.aeped.es/edades-etapas
- http://enfamilia.aeped.es/prevencion/vacunas
nd
2 Child care, maternal advice, pauperium, children health problems, diet and nutrition care for mother and children.

Centro de salud Alameda-Perchel
https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/
Spanish
Information for patients (adults and children)
html
Onpage – text, images and pdf
Yes
Yes
Menu on the left (highlighted when passing over the links)
Trámites administrativos, Enlaces interesantes, Ciudadanos, Ejercicio físico, etc.
Yes
Yes, Example: http://enfamilia.aeped.es/edades-etapas/embarazo
Links to internal and external webpages
Yes. Pediatric and adults advice on different aspects. There are also links to diet and healthy advice (how to quit smoking, etc.).
Yes – topic categories related to pediatrics and adults advice, diet and healthy advice.
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Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with

Yes
Examples: https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ensenanzas-para-su-salud/ejerciciofisico (physical exercise)= ejercicio físico
https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ensenanzas-para-su-salud/guiaparapadresninos0-3anos (guía para padres y niños de 0 a 3 años)
= guidelines for parents and children from 0 to 3 years old.
<meta name="title" content="Centro de Salud Alameda Perchel" />
<meta itemprop="name" content="Centro de Salud Alameda Perchel" />
<meta property="og:title" content="Centro de Salud Alameda Perchel" />
<meta name="description" content="Página de información para el ciudadano que acude a nuestro centro de salud" />
<meta itemprop="description" content="Página de información para el ciudadano que acude a nuestro centro de salud" />
<meta id="meta-tag-description" property="og:description" content="Página de información para el ciudadano que acude a nuestro centro de
salud" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ensenanzas-para-su-salud/ejerciciosderehabilitacion
(Learning about your health. Rehabilitation exercises)
Information about flu:
https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ensenanzas-para-su-salud/informacionsobrelagripe

Taking care, practical issues, change of behavior, tips, communication:
https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ensenanzas-para-su-salud/guieasdeautoayuda (Self-help guide).


Caregiving and nursing info

https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ensenanzas-para-su-salud/informacionsobrecuidadores (information for care givers)



Administrative and procedural info

https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/ciudadano-derechos-y-deberes
https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/home/unidad-de-atencin-al-ciudadano (administrative common procedures)



Health centers and medical
professors

https://sites.google.com/site/csalamedaperchel/home/donde-estamos-y-como-acceder (Professionals and ways of contact)



Experiences
nd

Use case coverage / relevance

2 Health care, practical issues, physical exercise, healthy habits, flu, guidelines for children, quitting smoking.

22

Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality, Quality plan for the National Health System
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URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,

http://www.msssi.gob.es/organizacion/sns/planCalidadSNS/
Spanish and English
Information for patients and professionals
html
Onpage – text, images and pdf
Yes
Yes
Menu on the left and center of the webpage (highlighted when passing over the links) and on the text
Salud y Prevención (Health and Prevention), Quality Plan for the National Health System of Spain, etc.
No
No
Links to internal and external webs
Yes. Professional documents for helping doctors and nurses. It contains pediatric and adults advice on different issues (obesity, prevention of
accidents at home, alcohol, etc.)
Yes –health and prevention. Habits (Salud y prevención en hábitos de vida).
No
http://www.msssi.gob.es/organizacion/sns/planCalidadSNS/syp02.htm
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
<meta name="author" content="Dirección General de la Agencia de Calidad del SNS. Oficina de Planificación Sanitaria y Calidad" />
<meta name="keywords" content="Plan de Calidad para el Sistema Nacional de Salud"/>
<meta name="description" content="Plan de Calidad para el Sistema Nacional de Salud" />
<meta name="distribution" content="global" />
<meta name="classification" content="Administration" />
<!-- Dublin Core -->
<meta name="DC.Title"
content="Plan de Calidad para el Sistema Nacional de Salud" />
<meta name="DC.Creator" content="Dirección General de la Agencia de Calidad del SNS. Oficina de Planificación Sanitaria y Calidad" />
<meta name="DC.Subject" content="Plan de Calidad para el Sistema Nacional de Salud" />
<meta name="DC.Description" content="Plan de Calidad para el Sistema Nacional de Salud" />
<meta name="DC.Date"
content="2006-10-10" />
<meta name="DC.Language" content="es" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/saludMental/home.htm (mental health).
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/accidentes/home.htm (accidents at home)
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/violencia/home.htm (gender violence)
Information about communicable diseases:
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Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)

http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/enfLesiones/enfTransmisibles/home.htm
Information about non communicable diseases:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/enfLesiones/enfNoTransmisibles/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/profesionales/saludPublica/prevPromocion/Lesiones/SegInfantil_AlianzaEuropea.htm (European guidelines for
children accidents: http://www.childsafetyeurope.org/).



Advices to cope with and Caregiving
and nursing info



Administrative and procedural info



Health centers and medical
professors



Experiences and citizen associations

Taking care, practical issues, tips, communication:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/proteccionSalud/home.htm
(Advices for women, children, adults, etc.).
http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/infAdministrativa/home.htm

http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/prestaciones/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/profesionales/CentrosDeReferencia/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/asocEnfermosYFamiliares/home.htm
nd

Use case coverage / relevance

2 Allergy, mental health, maternal and children advice, accidents, rare diseases, prevention and healthy habits, non communicable diseases,
communicable diseases.

23
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

Ministry of Health, Social services and equality
http://www.msssi.gob.es/
Spanish
Information for professionals, patients and institutional information
html
Onpage – text, images and pdf
Yes
Yes
Menu on the centre of the pages (highlighted when passing over the links) and on the top of the page (green)
Atención al ciudadano, directorio, consumo, etc.
Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/home.htm
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Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Prevention and Risk
factors)


Advices to cope with, caregiving and
nursing info



Administrative and procedural info



Vaccinations



Health centers and medical
professors



Experiences

(Servicios al ciudadano)
Links to internal and external webpages
Yes. You can find lots of links to special documents and pages on heath advice and administrative procedures.
Yes – Professional documents for helping doctors and nurses. It contains documents on administrative procedures.
Attention to the citizens:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/atencionCiudadano/home.htm
Electronic office for administrative procedure:
https://sede.msssi.gob.es/
<meta name="Keywords" content="Protecci&oacute;n de la salud - Tabaco"/>
<meta name="description" content="Protecci&oacute;n de la salud - Tabaco, Ministerio de Sanidad, Servicios Sociales e Igualdad"/>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"/>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Script-Type" content="text/javascript"/>
Topic, subtopic, title of the information:
(Protection of health at home)
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/proteccionSalud/home.htm
(Advice about health: communicable and no communicable diseases)
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/enfLesiones/home.htm
Information about accidents:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/accidentes/home.htm
Information about rare diseases:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/organizacion/sns/planCalidadSNS/ec04.htm
Information about accidents:
(Campaigns on different issues: HIV, gender violence, alcohol, drugs…).
http://www.msssi.gob.es/campannas/campanas11/home.htm
Attention to users and citizens:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/atencionCiudadano/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/campannas/campanas11/vacunacionEuropea.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/portada/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/home.htm
http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/directorio/home.htm
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Use case coverage / relevance

24
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different administrative issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

http://www.msssi.gob.es/servCiudadanos/directorio/home.htm
nd
2 Health care, practical issues, physical exercise, healthy habits, guidelines for children, administrative procedures, gender violence, HIV,
vaccination, alcohol, etc.

Ministry of Interior
http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/regimen-general/menores-extranjeros
Spanish
Information on institutional and administrative procedures for resident and foreigner people.
html
Onpage – text, images, pdf, and e-pub
Yes
Yes
Menu on the right of the page in blue and in the text
On the leftt: Residencia del hijo de residente, desplazamiento temporal de menores extranjero. On the right: Pasaportes y documentos de viaje,
Entrada: requisitos y condiciones.
Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/regimen-general/menores-extranjeros#Desplazamiento
temporal de menores extranjeros (Citizens services. Travelling abroad with Under-ages).
Links to internal and external webpages
Yes. Links to pages on administrative procedures, advice and information
Yes – Documents on administrative procedures.
Attention services for foreigners and under-age: http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/regimen-general/menoresextranjeros
Templates of applications for foreigners: http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/modelos-de-solicitud/extranjeria
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
<meta name="description" content="Ministerio del Interior, Espa�a" />
<meta name="Keywords" content="espa�a, gobierno, ministerio, interior, seguridad, policia, guardiacivil, proteccion, trafico, inmigracion,
victimas, lucha, terrorismo, prisiones, protecci�n, ciudadanos, servicio, medidas, prevenci�n, colaboraci�n">
<meta content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" http-equiv="content-type" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/modelos-de-solicitud/extranjeria
Procedure for foreigner applicants: http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/asilo-y-refugio/tramitacion-de-lassolicitudes

Useful content
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Administrative and procedural info

Information on border control:
http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/control-de-fronteras
Information about entry in Spain:
http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/control-de-fronteras/entrada-en-espana
Information about residence of foreigner:
http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/ciudadanos-de-la-union-europea/estancia-y-residencia

Use case coverage / relevance

25
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Information about sanitary requirements:
http://www.interior.gob.es/web/servicios-al-ciudadano/extranjeria/exigencias-sanitarias
2nd
Administrative procedures for foreigners. Under-ages procedures, entry and residence, documents and applications.

Trámites nacimiento de un hijo
http://www.tramitesnacimiento.com/
Spanish
Information about administrative procedures when a baby is born in Spain
html
Onpage – text, images.
Yes
Yes
Text in orange in the text.
Más información (More information), Buscar oficina (Search of offices or contact points)
Yes
Yes. Example: http://www.tramitesnacimiento.com/ (trámites and nacimiento = procedures and birth).
Links to internal and external webpages: http://www.mjusticia.gob.es/cs/Satellite/es/1200666550200/Tramite_C/1214483955533/Detalle.html
Links to pages about administrative procedures, advice and information.
Yes – Documents on administrative procedures.
http://www.mjusticia.gob.es/cs/Satellite/es/1200666550200/Tramite_C/1214483955533/Detalle.html (Trámite)
Search of offices or contact points:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/prestaciones/centrosServiciosSNS/hospitales/home.htm (Servicios SNS Hospitales)
<META content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" http-equiv=Content-Type>
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Useful info in the URL

<META name="description" content="Son los trámites que tendréis que hacer los primeros días tras el nacimiento. Esta guía incluye consejos
que os permitirán terminar el proceso lo más rápidamente posible.">
<META name="keywords" content="trámites, nacimiento, hijo, bebé, recién nacido, España, ayudas, gestiones, paternidad, maternidad">
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: offices of National Health Services: http://www.seg-social.es/Internet_1/Oficinas/index.htm
Procedures for obtaining a maternal permission: http://www.segsocial.es/Internet_1/Masinformacion/TramitesyGestiones/PrestaciondeMaterni43344/index.htm
(Prestación de Maternidad)

Useful content


Administrative and procedural info

Information about procedures in the National Treasury:
https://www.agenciatributaria.gob.es/AEAT.sede/Inicio/_otros_/_Direcciones_y_telefonos_/Delegaciones_y_Administraciones/Delegaciones_y
_Administraciones.shtml
nd

Use case coverage / relevance

2 Administrative procedures when a baby is born. Documents and applications.

27
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

¿Qué es lo primero que miras en un hombre?
http://www.msssi.gob.es/campannas/campanas09/preservativoentubolsillo/index.html
Spanish, English
Campaign about HIV and use of contraceptive methods
html
Onpage – text, images, videos and PDF

Useful metadata

Yes
Yes
Menu on the top of the webpage
Home, descargas, Más información sobre prevención (Home, Downloads, More information about prevention)
No
No
Links to internal and external webs
Yes. Information addressed to population. It contains advice on HIV and use of contraceptive methods.
Yes –health and prevention on HIV.
Yes. “Preservativo”
http://www.msssi.gob.es/campannas/campanas09/preservativoentubolsillo/masinfoprevencion.html
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)


Health centers and medical
professors

Use case coverage / relevance

27
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Topic, subtopic, title of the information:
Conocimientos básicos sobre la infección por vih y el sida
Information about HIV:
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/enfLesiones/enfTransmisibles/sida/prevencion/hombres/pruebaVIH.htm#infeccion (HIV infection)
http://www.msssi.gob.es/campannas/campanas15/home.htm (Campaigns)
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/enfLesiones/enfTransmisibles/sida/prevencion/pruebaVIH/home.htm (Test)
http://www.msssi.gob.es/ciudadanos/enfLesiones/enfTransmisibles/sida/prevencion/pruebaVIH/home.htm#n8
(Where to do the test?)
http://www.cruzroja.es/vih/
2nd
HIV, test, information about the disease and prevention.

Spanish Society of Family and Community Medicine (SemFYC)
www.semFYC.es
Spanish and English
Information for patients and professionals
html
Onpage – text, images, videos and pdf
Yes
Yes
Menu on the top of the webpage (highlighted when passing over the links), on the text and on a central menu.
La semFYC, La Medicina de Familia, secciones y Grupos, Ayuda en consulta, Población-pacientes, etc.
Yes
http://www.semFYC.es/es/home/recursos_profesionales/ (recursos profesionales = professional resources)
http://www.semFYC.es/es/informativo/consejos_salud/ (consejos de salud = health advice)
http://www.semFYC.es/pfw_files/cma/Informacion/modulo/documentos/abuso-alcohol.pdf (alcohol)
Yes. Professional documents for helping doctors. Advice on different issues for citizens and patients (prevention of communicable and non
communicable diseases, healthy life, diet, prevention for adults, old people and children).
Yes – (Consejos de salud, Actividad física, Accidentes, etc.).
Yes
http://www.semFYC.es/pfw_files/cma/Informacion/consejos/Consejo%20sobre%20actividad%20fisica.pdf (Physical activity)
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Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with and Caregiving
and nursing info
 Health centers and medical
professors
 Experiences and citizen associations

http://www.semFYC.es/pfw_files/cma/Informacion/modulo/documentos/guia-prev-accid-trafico.pdf (Traffic accidents)
http://www.semFYC.es/pfw_files/cma/Informacion/modulo/documentos/abuso-alcohol.pdf (Alcohol abuse)
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
<meta name="keywords" content="">
<meta name="description" content="">
Topic, subtopic, title of the information:
Information about communicable and non communicable diseases
http://www.semFYC.es/es/informativo/consejos_salud/

http://www.semFYC.es/es/informativo/soy_cuidador/
http://www.semFYC.es/es/enlaces/enlaces/

Use case coverage / relevance

28
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location

http://www.semFYC.es/es/enlaces/enlaces/
2nd Allergy, mental health, maternal and children advice, accidents, rare diseases, prevention and healthy habits, non communicable diseases,
communicable diseases, HIV, dental care, HTA, Diabetes, Alcohol, Sexual Transmitted Diseases, Vaccination, Mental health, etc..

WHO
http://www.who.int/tb/es/
Spanish, English, French, Greek, Arabic, Chinese
Information for patients and professionals
html
Onpage – text, images, videos and pdf
Yes
Yes
Menu on the top of the webpage (highlighted when passing over the links) and on the left, also highlighted when passing over it.
Left: Tuberculosis, Estrategia alto a la tuberculosis, Estrategia DOTS, Diagnóstico y servicios de laboratorio, etc.
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Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Prevalence, Risk factors)
 Health centers and medical
professors
 Experiences and citizen associations
Use case coverage / relevance

On the top: Temas de salud, Datos y estadísticas, Centro de prensa, etc.
Yes
http://www.who.int/tb/laboratory/es/
http://www.who.int/tb/es/ (TB is the acronym for Tuberculosis)
Yes. Documents for patients and doctors. Advice on different TB for citizens and patients (prevention, tests, diagnosis, information about
communities on TB in adults and infants, etc.).
Yes – (TB, Estrategia TB, etc.).
Yes
http://www.who.int/tb/es/
http://www.who.int/tb/strategy/es/
http://www.who.int/tb/challenges/es/
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
<meta name="DC.title" content="OMS | Un mundo sin tuberculosis" />
<meta name="DC.keywords" content=" mycobacterium tuberculosis, bcg, tuberculina, mantoux, tuberculosis [subject], bcg, tuberculina,
mantoux, tuberculosis [subject], mycobacterium tuberculosis [subject]" />
<meta name="DC.publisher" content="World Health Organization" />
<meta name="DC.format" content="text/html" />
<meta name="DC.source" content="WHO" />
<meta name="DC.date.published" content="2015-06-04 15:59:51" />
<meta name="DC.identifier" content="/entity/tb/es/index.html" />
<meta name="description" content="Página web del programa de la OMS para el control mundial de la tuberculosis, sus actividades y recursos
técnicos" />
<meta name="webit_document_name" content="ES TB home" />
<meta name="webit_cover_date" content="2015-06-04" />
<meta name="burntime" content="2015-06-04 16:00:13.000000" />
Offices of the WHO that are specialized in TBC: http://www.who.int/tb/about/es/
Information about TB:
http://www.who.int/tb/challenges/es/
http://www.who.int/tb/es/
http://www.who.int/tb/about/es/
http://www.who.int/tb/people_and_communities/es/
nd
2 TB, risk factors, prevalence, tests and diagnosis, centres and offices, symptoms, description of the disease.
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URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different administrative issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

European Commission of Public Health
http://ec.europa.eu/health/cross_border_care/policy/index_es.htm
Spanish and English
Information on legal documents and administrative procedures for resident and foreigner people.
html
Onpage – text, images, pdf, video
Yes
Yes
Menu on the top and in the text (highlighted in blue)
All topics, Políticas, Hacia un marco legislativo, indicadores.
Yes
Yes, Example: http://ec.europa.eu/health/cross_border_care/policy/index_es.htm
Links to internal and external webpages: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-13-932_en.htm
Yes. Links to FAQs on administrative procedures, advice, laws and related information
Yes – Border, legislative framework.
Example: http://ec.europa.eu/health/cross_border_care/legislative_framework/index_es.htm
<META http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<meta name="Reference" content="EUROPA/COMM/SANCO/PUBLIC HEALTH">
<meta name="Title" content="Pol&iacute;tica">
<meta name="Creator" content="COMM/SANCO/C1">
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="es">
<meta name="Type" content="48">
<meta name="Classification" content="24000">
<meta name="Keywords" content="Pol&iacute;tica , Asistencia transfronteriza , ,Europe, EU, EC, Commission, public health, European
Commission, European Union">
<meta name="Description" content="European Commission Las pol&iacute;ticas sanitarias y los reg&iacute;menes de salud de la Uni&oacute;n Europea est&aacute;n cada vez m&aacute;s interconectados.
Esto obedece a los factores siguientes:
">
<meta name="Date" content="06/11/2008">
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://ec.europa.eu/health/cross_border_care/legislative_framework/index_es.htm
FAQs on health assistance: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-13-918_en.htm

Useful content


Administrative, legal and procedural

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-13-918_en.htm
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info

http://ec.europa.eu/health/cross_border_care/policy/index_es.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2011:088:0045:0065:EN:PDF
nd

Use case coverage / relevance

2 Administrative procedures, entry and residence in Europe, legal documents, laws, requirements, etc.

30
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text

FAAS
http://www.faas.es/
Spanish
Information for deaf citizens
html
Onpage – text, images, videos and PDF

Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
 Experiences and citizen associations

Yes
No
Menu on the top of the webpage (highlighted when passing over the links), and on the left in a menu.
On the top: Inicio, Buscar, Contacto, Localización, Mapa web
On the left: Saludo del Presidente, Misión, Visión y valores.
No
http://www.faas.es/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=356:el-alumnado-sordo-de-andalucia-excluido-del-aprendizaje-deidiomas&catid=17:faas&Itemid=70 (Keyword: sordo = deaf).
Yes. Advice on different issues for deaf citizens and patients.
Yes – (Sordos, personas sordas = deaf, deaf people.).
No
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta name="keywords" content="joomla, Joomla" />
<meta name="description" content="FAAS - Federación Andaluza de Asociaciones de Personas Sordas" />
<meta name="generator" content="Joomla! 1.5 - Open Source Content Management" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information:
No
Information in video about communicable and non communicable diseases
http://www.faas.es/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=279:salud-en-lse&catid=1:faas&Itemid=116
http://www.faas.es/index.php?option=com_docman&Itemid=52
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Use case coverage / relevance

2 Allergy, mental health, maternal and children advice, accidents, rare diseases, prevention and healthy habits, non communicable diseases,
communicable diseases, HIV, dental care, HTA, Diabetes, Alcohol, Sexual Transmitted Diseases, Vaccination, Mental health, etc..

30
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different administrative issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Servicio Andaluz de Salud
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/default.asp
Spanish
Information for patients, citizens and health professionals
html
Onpage – text, images, pdf

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL

Yes
Yes
Menu on the top and in the text (highlighted when passing over them).
La organización, Derechos y garantías, Centros y servicios sanitarios, etc..
No
Links to internal webpages: http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/default.asp
Yes. Links to administrative procedures, advice, laws and related information
Yes – Salud Mental (Mental Health), Atención primaria (Primary healthcare), etc..
Example:
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/documentosAcc.asp?pagina=gr_smental_23 (Salud mental)
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/documentosAcc.asp?pagina=gr_conocerSAS_aps (Atención primaria).
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1" />
<meta name="Language" content="Spanish" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information:
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/documentosAcc.asp?pagina=gr_derechos_tSanitaria (derechos tarjeta
sanitaria= rights in healthcare)

Useful content


Administrative, legal and procedural
info

Use case coverage / relevance

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/documentosAcc.asp?pagina=gr_derechos_tSanitaria (Access to healthcare)
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/principal/documentosAcc.asp?pagina=gr_derechos_libreeleccion (Election of doctor)
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/RespAsistencial/default.asp (Waiting lists)
nd

2 Administrative procedures, rights, regulation, laws, points of contact.
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URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

MedlinePlus
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/
Spanish and English
Information about health for adult and children
html
Onpage - text, images, videos and PDF
Yes
Yes
Inside the text (highlighted when passing over)
Temas de salud, Medicinas y suplementos, Vídeos y multimedia
Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/healthtopics.html
Links to internal and external webpages
Yes. Adults and paediatric advice. Communicable and no communicable diseases advice.
Yes – topic categories related to any health subject
Yes
Examples: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/brainandnerves.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/bonesjointsandmuscles.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/infectiousarthritis.html
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8"/>
<meta name="ac-dictionary" content="medlineplus-spanish-ac-dictionary" />
<link rel="schema.DC" href="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" title="The Dublin Core metadata Element Set"/>
<meta name="keywords" content="Cerebro y nervios"/>
<meta name="DC.Relation.IsPartOf" content="Cerebro y nervios"/>
<meta name="DC.Subject.MeSH" content="Nervous System"/>
<meta name="DC.Subject.MeSH" content="Nervous System Diseases"/>
<meta name="DC.Identifier.URL" content="https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/brainandnerves.html"/>
<meta name="DC.Publisher" content="National Library of Medicine"/>
<meta name="DC.Language" content="eng"/>
<meta name="DC.Type" content="Text"/>
<meta property="og:title" content="Cerebro y nervios: MedlinePlus en español" />
<meta property="og:url" content="https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/brainandnerves.html" />
<meta property="og:image" content="//www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/images/mplus_fb_sp.jpg" />
Topic, subtopic or title of the information:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/mouthandteeth.html
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(Translation: Prevention. Recommendations to prevent infant drowning)
Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/infections.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/mentalhealthandbehavior.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/pregnancyandreproduction.html
Taking care, practical issues, tips, communication:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/childrenandteenagers.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/parenting.html



Administrative and procedural info




Prevention
Health problems

No




Ages and stages in childhood
-Vaccinations

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/heartdiseasesprevention.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/healthtopics.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/spanish/childrenandteenagers.html

Use case coverage / relevance

33
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type
of info
Links
Relevant links

http://vsearch.nlm.nih.gov/vivisimo/cgi-bin/query-meta?v%3Aproject=medlineplus-spanish&v%3Asources=medlineplus-spanishbundle&query=vacunas
nd
2 Child care, maternal advice, pauperium, children health problems, diet and nutrition care for mother and children, communicable diseases,
non communicable diseases, prevention, etc.

Intersas
http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.acceso_portal
Spanish
Virtual Office of the Andalusian Health Ministry
html
Onpage - text, images
Yes
Yes
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Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Risk factors)
 Advices to cope with
 Administrative and procedural info

Menu on the left (highlighted when passing over)
Clic salud, Tarjeta sanitaria, Consulta de datos personales, etc.
Yes
Yes, Example: http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.tramite_enlinea_citamedico
(Management of appointments with the doctor)
Links to internal webpages
No. Administrative information and procedures.
Yes – topic categories related to administrative procedures
Yes
Examples: http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.informacion_tarjeta
Information about the health card (= tarjeta in Spanish) that gives access to medical attention.
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1" />
<meta name="keywords" content="inters@s, intersas, cambio de medico, voluntad vital, segunda opinion medica, oficina virtual, servicio
andaluz de salud, administracion electronica, lista espera quirurgica" />
<meta name="Description" content="Oficina Virtual Sistema Sanitario Publico Andalucia" />
Topic, subtopic or title of the information: http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.tramite_enlinea_medico
(Administrative procedures on line: Choose your doctor)

No

No

Use case coverage / relevance

http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.carpeta_salud.tramite_enlinea_cs
http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.informacion_tarjeta
http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.tramite_enlinea_citamedico (Getting an appointment with the doctor)
http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.tramite_enlinea_medico (how to choose your doctor)
http://ws003.juntadeandalucia.es/pls/intersas/servicios.tramite_enlinea_domicilio
(Change your contact data)
nd
2 Administrative procedures, rights, regulation, points of contact.

34
URL

Discapnet
http://www.discapnet.es/Castellano/Paginas/default.aspx
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Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-Type of
info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

Spanish
Information addressed to disabled people
html
Onpage - text, images
Yes
No
Inside the text and at the menu on the top of the page (Green, Orange, Blue)
Áreas temáticas, Comunidad, Actualidad
Yes
Yes, Example: http://salud.discapnet.es/Castellano/Salud/Paginas/default.aspx
(Keyword: salud = health).
Links to internal and external webpages
Yes. Non communicable diseases (E.g: mental health).
Yes.
http://salud.discapnet.es/CASTELLANO/SALUD/ENFERMEDADES/Paginas/default.aspx
Yes
Examples: http://salud.discapnet.es/Castellano/Salud/Enfermedades/EnfermedadesDiscapacitantes/Paginas/indice.aspx (Enfermedades
dicapacitantes= Disabling conditions).
http://salud.discapnet.es/Castellano/Salud/Enfermedades/EnfermedadesEndemicas/Paginas/default.aspx (Enfermedades endémicas= Endemic
conditions)
http://salud.discapnet.es/Castellano/Salud/Enfermedades/Paginas/gripe.aspx (gripe=flu).
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
<meta name="description" content=": Salud: Enfermedades Endémicas" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="es" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Script-Type" content="text/javascript" />
<meta name="keywords" content="salud, discapacidad, diversidad funcional, discapacitados, ciego, ceguera, tetraplejia, paraplejia, psíquico,
asociación, sordera, sordociegos, Auditiva, Visual, minusválidos, enfermedad mental, accesibilidad, barreras, sensoriales, integración social,
educación especial, inválido, invalidez, formación, educación, guías, salud, foros, Asociaciones, Fundación ONCE, dependencia, fibromialgia,
accesibilidad web, autodiagnóstico, desarrollo cognitivo, discapacidades neurológicas, trastornos del aprendizaje, salud, enfermedades raras,
lesión medular, embarazo, discapnet, certificado minusvalía, usabilidad, neurofibromatosis" />
<meta name="author" content="Technosite (Grupo Fundosa)" />
<meta name="classification" content="Discapacidad" />
Topic, subtopic or title of the information:
http://salud.discapnet.es/Castellano/Salud/Enfermedades/EnfermedadesEndemicas/Paginas/Tuberculosis.aspx (endemic conditions /
Tuberculosis)

Useful content
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Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Risk factors)

http://salud.discapnet.es/CASTELLANO/SALUD/ENFERMEDADES/ENFERMEDADESDISCAPACITANTES/D/DIABETES/Paginas/Cover.aspx
http://salud.discapnet.es/Castellano/Salud/Enfermedades/EnfermedadesEndemicas/Paginas/Tuberculosis.aspx

Advices to cope with
Included in preceding links
nd

Use case coverage / relevance

2 Disabling conditions, epidemic conditions.

35
URL
Language
Content
Format
How information is made available-T ype
of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

Junta de Andalucía
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios.html
Spanish
Information addressed to patients, citizens and health professionals
html
Onpage - text, images, PDF

Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL

Useful content
 Condition (Description and forms,

Yes
Yes
Inside the text (highlighted in green)
The whole name of the link
Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/primaria.html
(Primary health services)
Links to internal and external web
Yes. Adults and children advice on different administrative procedures for special conditions (mental health, Pregnancy, Sexual health, etc.)..
Yes – topic categories related to administrative procedures on mental health, Pregnancy, Sexual health, etc.
Yes
Examples: http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/salud-mental.html (Coverage on mental health and points of contact)
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/embarazo.html (Coverage on pregnancy)
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/salud-sexual.html (Coverage on sexual health and points of contact)
<meta content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" http-equiv="Content-Type"/>
Topic, subtopic or title of the information:
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/cita.html
(Salud= health / Servicios = services/ Cita = Appointment)
No
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Symptoms, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with



Administrative and procedural info



Information about contact points

No

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/primaria.html
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/hospitalaria.html
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/cita.html

Use case coverage / relevance

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/temas/salud/servicios/hospitalaria.html
nd
2 Administrative procedures, rights, regulation, points of contact.

36

Junta de Andalucía (It’s the same page = the previous one)

37
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Guía Práctica de la Salud
http://guiapractica.semFYC.info/
Spanish
Information about communicable and not communicable diseases. Prevention and advices.
Image/book
Images, tables, text
Yes
nd
2 Advices, definition of conditions, diseases, prevention, adults and children, healthy life.

38
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info

Guía Práctica de la Salud
http://guiapractica.semFYC.info/buscador/19_05.pdf
Spanish
Information about communicable and not communicable diseases. Prevention and advices.
PDF
Images, tables, text
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Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Yes
nd
2 Advices, definition of conditions, diseases, prevention, adults and children, healthy life.

39
URL
Language
Content

Difusión de la Estrategia en Salud Mental del Sistema Nacional de Salud y formación a profesionales
http://www.aepcp.net/arc/DIFUSION_ESTRATEGIA_SALUD_MENTAL(accesibilidad).pdf
Spanish
Political and technical document. It contents information about the Spanish National System Strategy on Mental Health, explanation of the social
consequences of this conditions and some information to train health professionals, proposals to improve the situation and social consequences
of mental health conditions. It is only addressed to health professionals.

Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

PDF
Text
No
nd
2 Mental health.

40
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Plan para la prevención de tuberculosis en España
http://www.msssi.gob.es/profesionales/saludPublica/prevPromocion/docs/planTuberculosis.pdf
Spanish
Political and technical document. It contents information about the Spanish National System Plan against Tuberculosis. Actions and guidelines
for professionals to develop a coordinated plan against TB.
PDF
Text, images
Yes
nd
2 Tuberculosis.

41
URL
Language
Content
Format

Guía Práctica para Padres
http://enfamilia.aeped.es/sites/enfamilia.aeped.es/files/guia_practica_padres_aep_1.pdf
Spanish
Information about paediatric care from the Spanish Society of Paediatrics
PDF
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Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Images, tables, text
No
nd
2 Advices, information about paediatric care, definition of conditions, diseases, prevention, children, healthy life.

42
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Carta de servicios del Servicio Andaluz de Salud
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/servicioandaluzdesalud/library/plantillas/externa.asp?pag=/contenidos/derechos/cartaservicios/SAScartaMal
aga.pdf (It’s open)
Spanish
Information about administrative procedures, general rules, contact points and centers to obtain health attention.
Image
Images, tables, text
No
nd
2 Administrative procedures, general rules, contact points and centres.

43
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the video
Useful metadata
Use case coverage / relevance

FAAS
http://www.faas.es/salud/video03_.html
Language of the deaf / Spanish
Information about breast feeding and baby caring
Vídeo
Images, speech
No
nd
2 Advices, information about paediatric care, prevention, baby care, children.

44

Alameda Health Center Perchel-A lameda Health Center Perchel
Aprenda a organizar actividades – Guía de autoayuda (Learn how to organize activities, self-help guide)
https://35d850ff-a-62cb3a1a-ssites.googlegroups.com/site/csalamedaperchel/Organizar%20actividades.pdf?attachauth=ANoY7cqKNedoJaPDO4lHOn3fNHlernCWZOKcrsjWQ
SQCcqqknnbnUGZtBa1R1Y_yEzAADF7NCfx_6bfrJPiJC3LuB9Dl56CHBMkmYOjjkJMT6e8Kep1o5Dv4YFlX87nC5Dc5SdsDpDqdPu9GjxeoFKQIRFabTcfRAIrVP3_ChtGQxrt4iTpsNu8Ew5bFfXGdZfc9mEyP6OEIZuucufpB-ETtYJcZdZsXqr3rBpI4s4lvyNYcNgp14%3D&attredirects=1

URL
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Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Spanish
Information about mental health, prevention activities, advices and ways to organize your life to avoid depression, anxiety and other stressors
Image
Images, tables, text
No
nd
2 Advices, definition of conditions, diseases, prevention, healthy life.

45
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links

MPBN
http://www.mpbn.net/Television/LocalTelevisionPrograms/CaringfortheCaregiverDementiaandAlzheimers.aspx
English
Information about caregivers, dementia and Alzheimer
Yes, on dementia and caregivers.

Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,

ASPX
On page
text, video, pdfs (from www.alz.org)
Yes
Yes
Inside the text and below the text (e.g. “Maine Caregiving Resources”)
Diagnosis and Treatment, Consensus Statement, Alzheimer's Disease, Maine Medical Center's Geriatric Center
(http://www.mmc.org/mmc_body.cfm?id=1955)
or the url of the link (e.g. http://www.smaaa.org)
Yes
Yes, Example: https://www.mpbn.net/MPBNSearch.aspx?cx=000415606006400037633:2lpkdpedjvi&cof=FORID:10&ie=UTF-8&q=caregivers
articles (internal websites)
Yes –topic categories related to dementia– Basics of Alzheimer’s disease, Information for caregivers, if you have dementia, …
Yes
Example http://www.mpbn.net/CaringfortheCargiverDementiaandAlzheimers/DementiaAlzheimersDiseaseBasics/tabid/1069/Default.aspx
http://www.mpbn.net/CaringfortheCargiverDementiaandAlzheimers/CaringfortheCargiverResourcesforCaregivers/tabid/1070/Default.aspx
<meta id="MetaDescription" name="DESCRIPTION" content="Information for caregivers of loved ones affected by Alzheimer's disease." />
<meta id="MetaKeywords" name="KEYWORDS" content="alzheimer's disease, alzheimer's association, alzheimers, brain disease, dementia,
memory loss, alzheimer's symptoms, caring for the caregiver, mpbn, dementia care, alz, altimers, delusion,senility, adult daycare, nursing
homes, care facilities" />
Topic:
http://www.mpbn.net/CaringfortheCargiverDementiaandAlzheimers/CaringfortheCargiverResourcesforCaregivers/tabid/1070/Default.aspx
The Basics of Alzheimer's Disease (signs, treatment) https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/hiv-aids-101/what-is-hiv-aids/
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Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

Administrative and procedural info

Information for Caregivers, Safety Issues and Tips, Quality Care (care practices)
http://www.mpbn.net/CaringfortheCargiverDementiaandAlzheimers/CaringfortheCargiverResourcesforCaregivers/tabid/1070/Default.aspx
http://www.mpbn.net/CaringfortheCargiverDementiaandAlzheimers/QualityCare/tabid/1074/Default.aspx
Financial and Legal Topics for Caregivers
http://www.mpbn.net/CaringfortheCargiverDementiaandAlzheimers/FinancialLegalTopics/tabid/1077/Default.aspx

Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
Use case relevant concepts (dementia,
help elderly with dementia, basic care
info, daily care, confront reactions,
instructions on care of patients with
specific health conditions, contact points
for mental health, sexual and reproductive
problems and care, hiv, tuberculosis, legal
documents (for infant), baby/infant care,
dental care, vaccination, advices, others),
procedure for getting an appointment)
46
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links

Share your
storyhttp://www.mpbn.net/Television/LocalTelevisionPrograms/CaringfortheCaregiverDementiaandAlzheimers/ShareYourStory.aspx
st
1 Dementia, caregivers

German Federal Ministry of Health, Long-term Care
http://www.bmg.bund.de/en/long-term-care.html
English
Information about legislative processes related to long-term care and dementia.
Yes, on long-term care.
html
On page - Links
text, images, pdfs
Yes
Yes
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Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

On the side bar named “external links”
The whole name of the link
Yes
Yes, Example:
http://www.bmg.bund.de/en/service/suche.html?tx_rsmsemanticsearch_pi1[__referrer][extensionName]=RsmSemanticSearch&tx_rsmsemanti
csearch_pi1[__referrer][controllerName]=Search&tx_rsmsemanticsearch_pi1[__referrer][actionName]=form&tx_rsmsemanticsearch_pi1[__hm
ac]=a%3A1%3A{s%3A11%3A%22searchQuery%22%3Ba%3A2%3A{s%3A11%3A%22queryString%22%3Bi%3A1%3Bs%3A10%3A%22sourceType%2
2%3Bi%3A1%3B}}6f420658aa4bbef6629a9ca6420f3f3a3bb037f9&id=15925&tx_rsmsemanticsearch_pi1[searchQuery][queryString]=dementia&
tx_rsmsemanticsearch_pi1[searchQuery][sourceType]=BMG
Links to internal and selected external webpages
Yes –topic categories related to long-term care– Global Action Against Dementia, The German Bundestag adopted the First Act to Strengthen
Long-term Care, Responsibities for LTC I, …
Yes Example http://www.bmg.bund.de/en/long-term-care/global-action-against-dementia.html
http://www.bmg.bund.de/en/long-term-care/the-german-bundestag-adopted-the-first-act-to-strengthen-long-term-care.html
<meta property="og:title" content="Demographic strategy" />
<meta property="og:description" content="Demographic change is set to r..." />
Topic: http://www.bmg.bund.de/en/long-term-care/demographic-strategy.html
-

-

Caregiving and nursing info

Administrative guidelines about medical/nursing care and support of people with dementia and their families.

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance

Insurance issues
st
1 Legal issues

47
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context

DW (Deutsche Welle)
http://www.dw.com/en/germany-adopts-nursing-care-reforms-for-elderly/a-18047908
English
Information about reforms on nursing care for elderly encouraged by German Parliament.
Yes, on Germany’s nursing care policy.
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Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

html
On page - Links
text, images
No

Yes
Yes, example: http://www.dw.com/search/en/dementia/category/9097/
Links to internal webpages
Yes, example: http://www.dw.com/en/germany-adopts-nursing-care-reforms-for-elderly/a-18047908
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">
<meta name="publisher" content="Deutsche Welle (www.dw.com)" />
<meta name="author" content="Deutsche Welle (www.dw.com)" />
<meta name="language" content="en_GB" />
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.dw.com/search/en/dementia/category/9097/" />
<meta property="og:site_name" content="DW.COM" />
<meta property="og:title" content="Search" />
Title of the article: http://www.dw.com/en/germany-adopts-nursing-care-reforms-for-elderly/a-18047908
-

-

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Government’s plans on nursing care improvements
-

Use case coverage / relevance

st
1 Nursing care for elderly

48
URL

Alzheimer Europe Office
http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/
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Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors

English
Information on all forms and aspects of dementia.
Creation of a common European platform through co-ordination and co-operation between European Alzheimer organizations.
Yes, on dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.
html
On page - Links
text, images, pdfs
No

Yes
Yes, example: http:/www.alzheimer-europe.org/content/search/?SearchText=nurse
Links to internal webpages
Yes – topic categories related to dementia
Yes
Examples: http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Dementia
http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Living-with-dementia
<meta property="og:title" content="Alzheimer Europe - Dementia - Other forms of dementia - Other Rare Causes of Dementia - Cognitive
Dysfunction in Multiple Sclerosis" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
<meta property="og:title" content="Alzheimer Europe - Dementia" />
<meta property="og:image" content="http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/design/plain_site/images/alzheimer-europe-logo.jpg" />
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Dementia" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Living-with-dementia/After-diagnosis-What-next/Taking-care-ofyourself/Changing-roles-and-how-you-see-yourself
Alzheimer’s disease (characteristics, test, diagnosis, treatment, research) http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Dementia/Alzheimer-s-disease

After diagnosis - What next? (taking care, practical issues, change of behavior, active mind tips, communication) http://www.alzheimereurope.org/Living-with-dementia/After-diagnosis-What-next
Caring for someone with dementia (dementia issues, everyday care, changes in mood, changes in behavior, medical and physical issues, caring
issues) http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Living-with-dementia/Caring-for-someone-with-dementia
-
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Use case coverage / relevance
49
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Personal experiences of living with dementia http://www.alzheimer-europe.org/Living-with-dementia/Personal-experiences-of-living-withdementia
st
1 Dementia, advices, caregiving
Facts about Germany-Society
http://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/society.html
English, Arabic, Polish, Spanish, Turkish, etc.
Facts about social situation in German
No
HTML
On page – links
Text, image
Yes
Yes
Bottom of the page “Links”
The url of the link (e.g. www.bmg.bund.de )
Yes
No
Links to internal webpages
No
Yes, example: http://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/head-navi/contact.html
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">
<meta name="generator" content="TYPO3 4.4 CMS">
<meta name="description" content="The website Facts about Germany invites you to get to know Germany.
<meta name="keywords"
content="their,people,elderly,with,contact,life,lives,children,between,generational,family,health,most,part,over,care,every,Germany,independe
nt,roof,there,same,under,ltere,live,strong,grown,parents,ndige,bonds,generations,emotional,frequently,seldom,entirely,risk,being,away,done,P
overty,been,poor,lower,increasingly,grandparents,groups,other,than,that,three,grandchildren,which,committed,nationwide,buildings,subsidize
d,multi,house,form,point,intervention,planning,crisis,support,network,advice,called,boasts,seeks,strengthen,project,specimen,Federal,Governm
ent,secure,cross,each,municipality,district,Almost,selbstst,ties,wealth,share,ways,lifestyles,Their,Italy,after,Japan,have,likewise,Nowadays,vast,
decades,last,changed,diversified,worldwide,proportion,standing,birth,long,Because,fourth,years,rates,parallel,third,largest,society,German,incr
easing,expectancy,majority,lead,taken,Aktive,generation,elder,Financially,speaking,1957,pension,full,person,pensioners,gave,reform,gradually,t
ime,make,Englisch,relatives,Active,active,approximately,socially,Translate,Kopie,actively,decide,determine,position,terms,Menschen,nation" />
<meta name="robots" content="index,follow" />
<meta name="copyright" content="Copyright 2006-2007 All rights reserved." />
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

<meta http-equiv="content-language" content="en,fr,es,ar,zh,ja,pl,pt,ru,tr,it,lt,vn,kr" />
<meta name="rating" content="General" />
<meta name="revisit-after" content="7" />
<meta name="DC.Description" content="The website Facts about Germany invites you to get to know Germany. It offers profound basic
knowledge and guidance – especially designed for readers abroad whose interest in the course of time in Germany extends beyond the casual
flood of the daily news." />
<meta name="DC.Subject"
content="their,people,elderly,with,contact,life,lives,children,between,generational,family,health,most,part,over,care,every,Germany,independe
nt,roof,there,same,under,ltere,live,strong,grown,parents,ndige,bonds,generations,emotional,frequently,seldom,entirely,risk,being,away,done,P
overty,been,poor,lower,increasingly,grandparents,groups,other,than,that,three,grandchildren,which,committed,nationwide,buildings,subsidize
d,multi,house,form,point,intervention,planning,crisis,support,network,advice,called,boasts,seeks,strengthen,project,specimen,Federal,Governm
ent,secure,cross,each,municipality,district,Almost,selbstst,ties,wealth,share,ways,lifestyles,Their,Italy,after,Japan,have,likewise,Nowadays,vast,
decades,last,changed,diversified,worldwide,proportion,standing,birth,long,Because,fourth,years,rates,parallel,third,largest,society,German,incr
easing,expectancy,majority,lead,taken,Aktive,generation,elder,Financially,speaking,1957,pension,full,person,pensioners,gave,reform,gradually,t
ime,make,Englisch,relatives,Active,active,approximately,socially,Translate,Kopie,actively,decide,determine,position,terms,Menschen,nation" />
<meta name="DC.Rights" content="Copyright 2006-2007 All rights reserved." />
<meta name="DC.Language" scheme="NISOZ39.50" content="en,fr,es,ar,zh,ja,pl,pt,ru,tr,it,lt,vn,kr" />
Information of the article http://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/society/main-content-08/active-and-independent-elderlypeople.html
-

Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

German government’s plans against poverty of elderly people.
-

Use case coverage / relevance

st
1

50

Alzheimer's Association
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

http://www.alz.org
English, Spanish, French, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, other
Webpage about Alzheimer and dementia, caregivers and research advances. In addition, it contains discussion board and blog
Yes, on dementia and Alzheimer.
ASP
On page - links
text, images, pdfs, video, web tools http://www.alz.org/research/video/alzheimers_videos_and_media_early.asp
Yes
Yes
Below the text ("Additional information" e.g. http://www.pbs.org/wttw/retirementrevolution/2009/08/06/william-thies-ph-d-chief-medicaland-scientific-officer-alzheimer%E2%80%99s-association/)
Yes
Yes, example: http://www.alz.org/search/results.asp?q=depression&Submit=Submit&as_dt=i#gsc.tab=0&gsc.q=depression&gsc.page=1
PDFs, articles (Result categories: National results, blog, research)
Yes – topic categories related to dementia
Yes
Examples: http://www.alz.org/alzheimers_disease_1973.asp
http://www.alz.org/living_with_alzheimers_4521.asp
<meta name="title" content="Living With Alzheimer's">
<meta name="description" content="Help, information, support and care tips for those living with Alzheimer's and dementia and their
caregivers.">
<meta name="keywords" content="alzheimers help, alzheimers information, alzheimers support, alzheimers caregivers, alzheimers care givers
alzheimers care, dementia help, dementia information, dementia support, dementia caregivers, dementia care, dementia care givers, have
alzheimers">
Topic, title of the information: http://www.alz.org/care/alzheimers-food-eating.asp
Alzheimer’s disease (Description, Symptoms, Causes, Diagnosis, Treatments, Risk & Prevention) http://www.alz.org/what-is-dementia.asp

Living with Alzheimer's (taking care, reduce stress, tips for daily life, take action) http://www.alz.org/i-have-alz/live-well.asp
Caregiving and nursing info
Caring for someone with dementia (daily routine, personal care, medical care) http://www.alz.org/care/alzheimers-dementia-daily-plan.asp
Administrative and procedural info
Legal planning http://www.alz.org/i-have-alz/legal-planning.asp
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Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Legal documents (caregivers) https://www.alz.org/care/alzheimers-dementia-legal-documents.asp
-

Use case coverage / relevance

Discussion board https://www.alzconnected.org/discussion.aspx
st
1 Dementia, help elderly with dementia (caregiving), basic care info, daily care, confront reactions, legal documents

51
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results

Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL

Health communities.com
http://www.healthcommunities.com/
English
Educational information for a big range of conditions and health living.
No
HTML
On page - links
text, images, videos, tools
No

Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.healthcommunities.com/search-results/index.shtml?cx=011217624801385918697%3Aeh7f6znocm&cof=FORID%3A10&ie=UTF-8&q=dementia&siteurl=www.healthcommunities.com%2F&ref=www.healthcommunities.com%2Fhivaids%2Fresources.shtml&ss=1016j156352j8&siteurl=www.healthcommunities.com%2F&ref=www.healthcommunities.com%2Fhivaids%2Fresources.shtml&ss=1016j156352j8
articles (internal webpages)
Yes
Yes –Health topics e.g. Mental health, Sexual health, Dental health, diabetes,..
Yes
Examples: http://www.healthcommunities.com/health-topics/mental-health.shtml
http://www.healthcommunities.com/health-topics/sexual-health.shtml
<meta name="DESCRIPTION" content="From sexually transmitted diseases like herpes to bedroom concerns like erectile dysfunction, sexual
health help from the experts at HealthCommunities.com.">
<meta name="KEYWORDS" content="sexual health, sexually transmitted diseases, sexuality, STDs, Chlamydia, erectile dysfunction, ED, herpes,
genital warts, gonorrhea, HIV, AIDS, HPV, pubic lice, crabs, sex, sexual pleasure, masturbation, syphilis, viral hepatitis, anal sex">
Topic, title of the information: http://www.healthcommunities.com/hiv-aids/hiv-aids-prevention.shtml
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Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

Dementia, depression, hiv/aids, etc. (basics, causes/risk factors, diagnosis, treatment, prevention, conditions/concerns)
http://www.healthcommunities.com/dementia/dementia-overview-types.shtml

Caregiving tips http://www.healthcommunities.com/healthy-living-guides/index.shtml/15-tips-caring-for-a-loved-one-with-alzheimers_104

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
52
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Vaccines in older adults http://www.healthcommunities.com/healthy-aging/vaccine-recommendations-older-adults.shtml
HPV Vaccination Overview http://www.healthcommunities.com/hpv-vaccination/hpv-vaccination-overview.shtml
“Find a doctor”
Both (1, 2)
Elderly Care Tips
http://www.elderlycaretips.info/
English
Articles on caring for the elderly, Alzheimer's and dementia.
Yes, on caring for elderly people.
PHP
On page
text, images
Yes
Yes
Left side bar “Useful elderly care links”
Small phrases (e.g. “Alzheimer's Society” http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/)
No

Yes –Several topics presented in a side menu Stair lift advice, Hygiene, Residential care, Illness, Incontinence in the elderly, etc.
No.
<META NAME="description" CONTENT=" Elderly Care tips - Elderly Care Information & Advice">
<META NAME="keywords" CONTENT="Elderly Health Care, Elderly Patent, Elderly Issues, Elderly Instruments, Elderly Dementia, Elderly
Diabetes, ">
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
53
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

Title of the information: http://www.elderlycaretips.info/Curved%20Stair%20Lifts.php
Dealing with incontinence in the elderly http://www.elderlycaretips.info/Caring%20For%20The%20Elderly%20And%20Incontinence.php
Night Time Incontinence In the Elderly http://www.elderlycaretips.info/night-time-incontinence-elderly.php
Washing an elderly person http://www.elderlycaretips.info/Washing%20An%20Elderly%20Person.php
The Importance Helping Senior Citizens To Take Their Medication
http://www.elderlycaretips.info/The%20Importance%20Of%20Medication%20When%20Caring%20For%20Seniors.php
Legal-Essential Information About Being Power Of Attorney
http://www.elderlycaretips.info/Essential%20Information%20About%20Being%20Power%20Of%20Attorney.php
-

st
1 Caregiving, Alzheimer's and dementia.
Alzheimer's Society
http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/
English
Articles on dementia, advices for living with dementia, caregiving blog archive with stories
Yes, on dementia.
HTML
Onpage - links
text, images, pdfs, audio (http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=2404)
Video (http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents.php?categoryID=200346)
Related forms and documents http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=102
Application http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=2206
No

Yes
Yes example: http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/google_results.php?q=bath
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Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info

articles
Yes –Several topics presented in a side menu About dementia, Symptoms and diagnosis, Living with dementia, Caring for a person with dementia
No
<meta name="Keywords" content="ways of coping, unusual behaviour, health, eating, food, nutrition, skills, communication, relationships,
hospital" />
<meta name="Description" content="Information for carers, family and friends of people with dementia" />
<meta name="DC.title" lang="en" content="Alzheimer&#039;s Society online information | Caring for a person with dementia" />
<meta name="DC.description" lang="en" content="Alzheimer&#039;s Societys index of documents and pages organised within the following
categories, Caring for a person with dementia" />
<meta name="DC.subject" lang="en" scheme="eGMS.IPSV" content="Local government;Government, politics and public administration" />
<meta name="DC.subject" lang="en" content="Council, government and democracy;Caring for a person with dementia;" />
Title of the information: http://www.elderlycaretips.info/Curved%20Stair%20Lifts.php

Living with dementia (dealing memory problems) http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents.php?categoryID=200342
Caring for a person with dementia http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents.php?categoryID=200343
Advice for care professionals http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=1211
Legal and Financial http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents.php?categoryID=200353

Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
54
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available

st

1 Dementia, Caregiving
Alzheimer's Society/Talking point
http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/forum.php
English
Online discussion forum for anyone affected by dementia and their relatives and caregivers.
Yes, on dementia.
php
Onpage, Links
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Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance

text, images, pdfs, videos
Yes
Yes
Inside the discussions.
The whole name of the link, example: http://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/sc...7&pageNumber=2
Yes
No
Links to internal webpages (in the forum).
Yes – topic categories related to dementia
Yes
Examples: http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/showthread.php?84331-How-can-I-even
http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/showthread.php?84420-Obsessional-delusions
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1" />
<meta name="generator" content="vBulletin 4.2.2" />
<meta name="keywords" content="council, life, angrier, explain, problem, memory, disputes, angry, affecting, lives, constantly, sleep, flowing,
water, happened, uphill, diagnosis, explanation, countenance, disturbed, wrong, test, week, deborah, put, act, make, calm, deal, family,
delusions, appointment, worth, making, husband, members, runs, usual, bottom, stream, diverted, loss, deliberately, garden, result, silting,
drainage, roadside, local, believes" />
<meta name="description" content="My husband has not had a diagnosis, but I and other family members are convinced that he is in the early
stages of some form of dementia. It is evidenced by all the usual memory loss problems and confusions, difficulty in understanding new things,
or organising his life. Recently he has developed an obsession, which is total consuming him and I can find now way of coaxing him out of it. He
believes that the local council have deliberately diverted the stream which runs at the bottom of our" />
Topic, example: http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/showthread.php?84420-Obsessional-delusions
The dementia guide: A resource for people dealing with a recent dementia diagnosis
http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/showthread.php?68890-The-dementia-guide-A-resource-for-people-dealing-with-a-recent-dementia-diagnosis
Advices on people’s questions, as “any ideas about what to do to cope when its all too much?”
http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/showthread.php?84034-any-ideas-about-what-to-do-to-cope-when-its-all-too-much
Info about caregiving http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/forumdisplay.php?70-I-care-for-a-person-with-dementia
Legal and financial issues http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/forumdisplay.php?60-Legal-and-financial-issues
Info about living in hospital
http://forum.alzheimers.org.uk/showthread.php?84351-hospital-stay
Personal experiences of living with dementia
st
1 Dementia, advices, caregiving, Alzheimer’s disease
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URL
Language
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Content
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

UK's Parkinson's support and research charity
http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/
English
Yes, on Parkinson’s.
Information, support and cure for people with Parkinson's.
HTML
Onpage
text, images, pdfs (Download http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/parkinsons-your-life-guide-teenagers,
https://www.parkinsons.org.uk/sites/default/files/g-1401_hamdy_plain_english_summary_nov2014_1.pdf),
Video (http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/protecting-brain-cells-when-energy-runs-low )
Forum (http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/forum)
Yes
Yes
Below the text (“More information and support”), examples: http://www.ageuk.org.uk/money-matters/legal-issues/, http://www.adrt.nhs.uk/
The title of the article in the link.
Yes
Yes example: http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/search/site/carer
Articles (internal websites) – forum topic, local support group, content, news, job, …
Yes –Several topics presented in a side menu About Parkinson’s, Support for you, research, .. Under About Parkinson’s=> What is Parkinson's?,
Symptoms, Treatments and therapies, Everyday life, Advanced Parkinson's, Preparing for end of life, Caring for someone with Parkinson's”
Yes http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/everyday-life-parkinsons
<meta name="abstract" content="Parkinson&#039;s UK - we&#039;re the Parkinson&#039;s support and research charity. Help us find a cure
and improve life for everyone affected by Parkinson&#039;s." />
<meta name="keywords" content="Parkinson&#039;s UK, Parkinson&#039;s Disease Society, Parkinson&#039;s disease, Parkinsons disease,
Parkinson&#039;s charity, symptoms, parkinsonism, diagnosis, treatment, medication, drugs, advice, publications, information, resources,
support groups, branches, local groups, cure, research projects, healthcare, health care, social care, carers, Parkinsons Disease Society,
professionals, forum, Parkinson&#039;s Awareness Week" />
<meta name="description" content="Parkinson&#039;s UK - we&#039;re the Parkinson&#039;s support and research charity. Help us find a cure
and improve life for everyone affected by Parkinson&#039;s." />
Title of the information: http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/driving-and-parkinsons
What is Parkinson’s (causes, types, description), Symptoms, Treatment
Pain associated with Parkinson's http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/pain-parkinsons
Drugs against Parkinson’s http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/news/22-july-2015/diabetes-drugs-may-protect-against-parkinsons
Everyday life http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/everyday-life-parkinsons
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Caregiving and nursing info

Caring for someone with Parkinson's http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/caring-someone-parkinsons

Administrative and procedural info

Legal issues http://www.ageuk.org.uk/money-matters/legal-issues/

Vaccinations

-

Health centers and medical professors

Local events and social activities organized in Health Centres, e.g. http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/local-support-groups/regions/manchestersouth-branch

Experiences

Use case coverage / relevance
56
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Real life stories http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/tags-forum-and-website/real-life-stories
Online community http://www.parkinsons.org.uk/content/online-community
st
1 Caregiving, health issues of elderly, contact points for mental health, social events for people with Parkinson’s
Dementia care center
http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/
English, Spanish (vista en espanol)
Info about dementia, find resources on supporting people with dementia and medication, tips and advice for caregivers and also provide
connection with the latter.
Yes, on dementia and caregiving.
HTML
On page
text, images, videos, forum topics (http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/forum)
Yes
Yes
Bottom, Resources http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/aboutdementia/vasculardementia
“What is Vascular Dementia?”
Yes
Yes example: http://www.helpguide.org/search/mysearch.php?zoom_query=depression&submit.x=0&submit.y=0
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – general categories
Under Explore Our Topics->Mental health, Staying Healthy, Relationships, Children and Family, After 50
No
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

<meta name="revisit-after" content="1 day" />
Topic and article title: http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/aboutdementia/diagnosing
Dementia (types, treating, diagnosed, finding care) http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/aboutdementia

Basic Tips for Caregiving http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/caregiverinfo/tips

Caregiving and nursing info

Caregiver info http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/caregiverinfo

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Managing Financial and Legal Issues http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/caregiverinfo/managing
Finding dementia care http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/dementiacare

Use case coverage / relevance
57
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

People stories and discussions in the Forum http://www.dementiacarecentral.com/forum
st
1 Dementia, caregiving, nursing.
MedicineNet, Inc.
http://www.medicinenet.com/
English
Authoritative medical information, healthy tips, symptoms and treatment of several diseases.
No
HTML
On page
text, slideshow, images
No

Yes
Yes, Example: http://search.medicinenet.com/search/search_results/default.aspx?Searchwhat=1&query=hiv&I1=+
a) Slideshows, Images, Quizzes, b) Diseases & Conditions, c) Symptoms & Signs, d) Health & Living, e) Medications & Supplements, f) Procedures
& Tests, g) News & Views, i) Features, Tips & Recipes, j) MedTerms Dictionary
Yes – condition topics (e.g. depression topics, HIV/AIDS topics) http://www.medicinenet.com/diseases_and_conditions/article.htm
Yes
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Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
58
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Examples: http://www.medicinenet.com/hiv/focus.htm
http://www.medicinenet.com/depression/focus.htm
<meta property="og:title" content="MedicineNet - Health and Medical Information Produced by Doctors" />
<meta property="og:sitename" content="MedicineNet" />
<meta property="og:image" content="http://images.medicinenet.com/images/facebook/medicinenet/fb-mnet-default.jpg" />
<meta property="og:type" content="website" />
<META NAME="Keywords" CONTENT="medical information, symptoms and signs, disease, medical dictionary, drug information, prescription
medications and drug side effects, food and drug interactions, diseases and conditions, procedures and tests, health information, medical
definitions and terms, womens health, mens health, senior health" />
<META NAME="Description" CONTENT="Read doctor-produced health and medical information written for you to make informed decisions
about your health concerns." />
Topic, title of the information:
http://www.medicinenet.com/acquired_immunodeficiency_syndrome_aids/page9.htm#what_are_the_complications_of_hiv
Several conditions such as dementia, depression, diabetes mellitus, breast cancer, etc (facts, description, causes, risk factors, symptoms,
diagnosis, treatment, prevention) http://www.medicinenet.com/diabetes_mellitus/article.htm
Inside each condition topic, there might be a page with advices “Diabetes topics”->”Diabetes: Caring for Your Diabetes at Special Times”
Caregiving http://www.medicinenet.com/caregiving/article.htm
Alzheimer's Disease Patient Caregiver Guide http://www.medicinenet.com/alzheimers_disease_patient_caregiver_guide/article.htm
Childhood Immunization (Vaccination) Schedule http://www.medicinenet.com/childhood_vaccination_schedule/article.htm
St
nd
1 and 2 Dementia, dental problems, sexual and reproductive diseases, baby/infant issues, caregiving.
WebMD
http://www.webmd.com/
English
Info about health, diseases, drugs, living healthy, family and pregnancy.
No
HTML
On page
text, images (slideshow), video (http://www.webmd.com/cancer/video/chemo-nausea-side-effect)
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Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available

No

Topic included into the URL

Yes http://www.webmd.com/drugs/index-drugs.aspx
http://www.webmd.com/living-healthy
<meta name="description" content="The leading source for trustworthy and timely health and medical news and information. Providing credible
health information, supportive community, and educational services by blending award-winning expertise in content, community services,
expert commentary, and medical review."/>
<meta name="keywords" content="WebMD,www.webmd.com,web md,health,pregnancy,medical research,medical
information/webm,prevention,disease,health care,healthcare,health information,health news,healthcare information,drug
information,cancer,diabetes,depression,asthma,medical library,cholesterol,herpes,bipolar,diet,weight loss"/>
<meta property="og:title" content="WebMD - Better information. Better health." />
<meta property="og:description" content="The leading source for trustworthy and timely health and medical news and information. Providing
credible health information, supportive community, and educational services by blending award-winning expertise in content, community
services, expert commentary, and medical review." />
<meta property="og:image" content="http://img.webmd.com/dtmcms/live/webmd/consumer_assets/site_images/logos/webmd/web/webmdlogo-fb.jpg" />
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.webmd.com/default.htm" />
<meta property="og:site_name" content="WebMD" />
<meta property="og:type" content="article" />
<meta property="og:locale" content="en_US" />
<meta property="article:author" content="https://www.facebook.com/WebMD" />
<meta property="article:publisher" content="https://www.facebook.com/WebMD" />
Title of the information: http://www.webmd.com/alzheimers/default.htm

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Yes
Yes example: http://www.webmd.com/search/search_results/default.aspx?query=dementia
Articles (internal websites)
Yes –Health, Drugs and supplements, Living health, family and pregnancy, news and experts
Under Health, there are topics of health issues

Alzheimer, Dementia, HIV&AIDS, children’s health issues, other (Overview & Facts, Symptoms & Types, Diagnosis & Tests, Treatment & Care,
Living & Managing, Support & Resources)
Living & Managing (personal care tips, daily care, dealing with unpredictable behaviour) http://www.webmd.com/alzheimers/guide/alzheimersdisease-living-managing
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Caregiving and nursing info

Caregiving: Insights for Caregivers http://www.webmd.com/healthy-aging/caregiving-insights-15/default.htm

Administrative and procedural info

The Legal Issues of Caregiving http://www.webmd.com/healthy-aging/caregiver-incapacity-legal

Vaccinations

Vaccines http://www.webmd.com/vaccines/default.htm
Children’ s vaccines http://www.webmd.com/children/vaccines/default.htm
Find a doctor http://doctor.webmd.com/

Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
59
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Different conditions/health issues
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

both (1, 2)
Patient
http://patient.info/
English
Info about fitness, healthy living, parenting, healthy eating, symptoms and medicines os various diseases, discussion forums, blogs.
No
HTML
On page
text, slideshows http://patient.info/health/media/slideshows, videos, info-graphics, diagrams, applications (registration required, e.g.
https://myhealth.patient.info/)
No

Yes
Yes example: http://patient.info/search.asp?searchterm=dementia&searchcoll=All
Articles (internal websites)
Yes
Yes – Wellbeing, Health Information, Medicines, Professional reference, Forums, Directory
Under Health information, there are categories of health issues
Yes http://patient.info/medicine
http://patient.info/health
<meta name=description property=og:description content="HIV is a virus which is most commonly passed on by sexual contact. HIV and AIDS
guide. Is there an AIDS cure? What are the symptoms of AIDS?">
<meta name=keywords content="hiv,human immunodeficiency virus,acquired immunodeficiency syndrome,hiv and aids,hiv symptoms in
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
60
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available

women">
<meta name=twitter:description content="HIV is a virus which is most commonly passed on by sexual contact. HIV and AIDS guide. Is there an
AIDS cure? What are the symptoms of AIDS?">
<meta property=og:title content="HIV and AIDS. Symptoms and Treatment. HIV Information | Patient">
<meta property=og:url content=http://patient.info/health/hiv-and-aids>
<meta property=og:locale content=en_GB>
<meta property=og:type content=website>
<meta name=twitter:title content="HIV and AIDS. Symptoms and Treatment. HIV Information | Patient">
Topic, Title of the information: http://patient.info/health/hiv-and-aids
Dementia, HIV and AIDS, Baby Colic, other (description, causes, symptoms, diagnosed, treatment, prevention)

For healthy living http://patient.info/wellbeing/fitness/must-know-facts-about-lowering-your-blood-pressure-with-exercise
Vaccines and Immunological Products http://patient.info/doctor/vaccines-and-immunological-products
Discuss (related groups, related discussions) http://patient.info/health/memory-loss-and-dementia/discuss
Patient stories http://patient.info/wellbeing/stories
both (1 , 2)
Mayo Clinic - Patient Care and Health Information
http://www.mayoclinic.org/patient-care-and-health-information
English, Spanish, Portugal, Arabic, mandarin Chinese
Patient care and health info
No
HTML
On page
Text, images
No

Yes
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Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available

Yes example: http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/hiv-aids/basics/definition/con-20013732
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – Healthy Lifestyle, Symptoms, Diseases & Conditions, Tests & Procedures, Drugs & Supplements, Appointments, Patient & Visitor Guide,
Patient Online Services

Topic included into the URL

Yes http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions
http://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures
<meta name="Subject" content="Vascular dementia" />
<meta name="Description" id="Description" content="Vascular dementia &mdash; Comprehensive overview covers symptoms, treatment of
this stroke-related disorder." />
Topic, Title of the information: http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/tuberculosis/basics/definition/con-20021761

Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Dementia, HIV and AIDS, Tuberculosis, other (Definition, Symptoms, Causes, Risk factors, Tests and diagnosis, Treatments and drugs, Prevention,
Coping and support)
Infant and toddler health, Children's health, Sexual health
http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/infant-and-toddler-health/basics/infant-and-toddler-health/hlv-20049400
http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/sexual-health/basics/sexual-health-basics/hlv-20049432

Caregiving and nursing info

Caregivers http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/caregivers/basics/aging-parents/hlv-20049441

Administrative and procedural info

-

Vaccinations

Info about kid, adult and pregnant vaccination (e.g. http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/pregnancy-week-by-week/expertanswers/vaccines-during-pregnancy/faq-20057799, http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/infant-and-toddler-health/indepth/vaccines/art-20045393)
Find a doctor http://www.mayoclinic.org/appointments/find-a-doctor
request an appointment http://www.mayoclinic.org/appointments

Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance

Patient stories http://www.mayoclinic.org/patient-stories
both (1, 2)

61
URL
Language
Content

NHS choices
http://www.nhs.uk/
English and other 12 languages
Patient care and health info
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Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Location
Text
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

No
ASPX
On page - links
text, images, videos
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/pregnancy-and-baby/pages/pain-relief-labour.aspx#close
Yes
Yes
Side bar (right) named External links
How to become a 'Dementia Friend'
Other resources http://www.cdc.gov/stroke/other_resources.htm
Yes
Yes example: http://www.nhs.uk/Search/Pages/Results.aspx?___JSSniffer=true&q=hiv
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – Health, live well, care and support, health news, services
Yes http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions
http://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures
<meta name="description" content="Clinical depression is more than simply feeling unhappy or fed up for a few days. When you're clinically
depressed, you feel persistently sad for weeks or months." />
<meta name="keywords" content="National Health Service (NHS),Clinical depression" />
<meta name="DC.title" content="Clinical depression - NHS Choices" />
<meta name="DC.description" content="Clinical depression is more than simply feeling unhappy or fed up for a few days. When you're clinically
depressed, you feel persistently sad for weeks or months." />
<meta name="DC.subject" scheme="eGMS.IPSV" content="National Health Service (NHS),Clinical depression"/>
<meta name="DC.Subject" scheme="NHSC.Ontology" content="Depression" />
<meta name="DC.Subject" scheme="NHSC.Ontology" content="ID521" />
<meta name="DC.coverage" content="England" />
<meta name="DC.creator" content="NHS Choices" />
<meta name="DC.format" scheme="IMT" content="text/html" />
<meta name="DC.language" scheme="ISO 639-2/T" content="eng" />
<meta name="DC.identifier" scheme="URI" content="http://www.nhs.uk" />
<meta name="DC.publisher" content="Department of Health" />
<meta name="DC.rights" content="http://www.nhs.uk/termsandconditions/Pages/TermsConditions.aspx" />
<meta name="WT.cg_n" content="Treatments and Conditions"></meta>
<meta name="WT.cg_s" content="Clinical depression"></meta>
<meta name="DCSext.BM_Section1" content="Treatments and Conditions"></meta>
<meta name="DCSext.BM_Section2" content="Clinical depression"></meta>
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors

<meta name="DCSext.BM_Section3" content="Clinical depression"></meta>
Topic, Title of the information: http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/tuberculosis/basics/definition/con-20021761
Dementia, aids, cancer, other (Symptoms, Causes, Diagnosis, Treatment, Living with)
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/depression/pages/introduction.aspx
Pregnancy and baby http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/pregnancy-and-baby/pages/pregnancy-and-baby-care.aspx#close
Your guide to care and support (situation, care services/advices, money and rights, for carers)http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/social-care-andsupport-guide/Pages/what-is-social-care.aspx
Vaccinations http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/vaccinations/Pages/vaccination-schedule-age-checklist.aspx
Services near you -> Hospitals

Experiences

Use case coverage / relevance
62
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

Real stories http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/HIV/Pages/Sarahs-story.aspx
Community http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/HIV/Pages/Community.aspx
both (1, 2)
CDC-Center for Disease Control and Prevention
http://www.cdc.gov/
English, Spanish
Articles on causes of death, risk factors, diseases symptoms, diagnostics and treatment.
No
HTML
On page
text, images, videos, pdfs, audio (podcast) http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/campaign/tips/stories/tiffany.html
Yes
Yes
Below the text (“See below for more information about…)
The name of the website (e.g. “International Weather Selector” http://weather.noaa.gov/international.html)
Yes
Yes example:
http://search.cdc.gov/search?query=Tuberculosis&searchButton.x=0&searchButton.y=0&action=search&utf8=%E2%9C%93&affiliate=cdc-main
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Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

Articles (internal websites, YouTube video)
Yes – Diseases & Conditions, Healthy Living, Travellers’ Health, Emergency Preparedness, More CDC Topics
No http://www.cdc.gov/foodsafety/
<meta name="description" content="CDC works 24/7 to protect America from health, safety and security threats, both foreign and in the U.S.
Whether diseases start at home or abroad, are chronic or acute, curable or preventable, human error or deliberate attack, CDC fights disease
and supports communities and citizens to do the same." />
<meta name="keywords" content="CDC, 24/7, protect America, health, safety, security threats, foreign, U.S. diseases, chronic, acute, curable,
preventable, human error, deliberate attack, supports communities" />
<meta property="og:title" content="CDC works 24/7 to protect US from health, safety and security threats.">
<meta property="og:description" content="Whether diseases start at home or abroad, are chronic or acute, curable or preventable, human
error or deliberate attack, CDC fights disease and supports communities and citizens to do the same.">
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.cdc.gov/index.htm">
<meta property="og:image" content="http://www.cdc.gov/homepage/images/centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention.png">
<meta property="og:image:type" content="image/png">
<meta property="article:published_time" content="2015-05-15">
<meta property="og:author" content="CDC">
<meta property="article:author" content="CDC">
<meta property="og:site_name" content="Centers for Disease Control and Prevention">
<meta property="og:type" content="article">
<!-- Twitter -->
<meta name="twitter:card" content="summary_large_image">
<meta name="twitter:site" content="@CDCgov">
<meta name="twitter:creator" content="@CDCgov">
<meta name="twitter:title" content="CDC works 24/7 to protect US from health, safety and security threats.">
<meta name="twitter:description" content="Whether diseases start at home or abroad, are chronic or acute, curable or preventable, human
error or deliberate attack, CDC fights disease and supports communities and citizens to do the same.">
<meta name="twitter:domain" content="http://1.usa.gov/1FtLyHZ">
<meta name="twitter:image:src" content="http://www.cdc.gov/homepage/images/centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention.png">
Subtopic, Title of the information: http://www.cdc.gov/std/gonorrhea/default.htm
Syphilis, Tuberculosis, Arthritis, diabetes (basics, statistics, treatment, testing.. )

Advices on healthy living (e.g. http://www.cdc.gov/foodsafety/)
-
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Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
63
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info

Travel Health Notices http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/
Vaccines & Immunizations http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/
National Health Centres (e.g. National Centre for HIV/AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, STD, and TB Prevention http://www.cdc.gov/nchhstp/)
both (1, 2)
Family Caregiver Alliance - FCA
https://caregiver.org/
English, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese
Info about caregiving at home. Support caregivers on education, services, research and advocacy.
Yes, on caregiving.
HTML
On page
Text, images, videos (YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/CAREGIVERdotORG)
Yes
Yes
Below the text
URL (e.g. http://gethipptexas.com/)
Yes
Yes example: https://caregiver.org/search/node/driving
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – general categories
Under Caregiver education->health conditions, there is a list of health conditions
Yes https://caregiver.org/health-issues/als
https://caregiver.org/health-issues/brain-tumor
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
Title of the information: http://www.youngdementiauk.org/signs-symptoms
Dementia, depression, stroke, vision loss (causes, diagnosis, treatment) https://caregiver.org/is-this-dementia-what-does-it-mean

Facts and tip sheets https://caregiver.org/health-issues/dementia
Family Care Navigator https://caregiver.org/family-care-navigator
FCA advocacy efforts to affect political change on behalf of caregivers https://caregiver.org/fca-advocacy-efforts
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Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors

-

Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
64
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

Caregiver stories https://caregiver.org/caregiver-stories
st
1 Caregiving, dementia.
HG
http://www.helpguide.org/
English
A guide to mental care and wellbeing.
Yes, on mental health.
HTML
On page
text, images, videos
Yes
Yes
Bottom, Named Resources and references http://www.helpguide.org/articles/caregiving/late-stage-and-end-of-life-care.htm
Late Stage Care, End-Of-Life, Anticipating Needs
Yes
Yes example: http://www.helpguide.org/search/mysearch.php?zoom_query=depression&submit.x=0&submit.y=0
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – general categories
Under Explore Our Topics->Mental health, Staying Healthy, Relationships, Children and Family, After 50
No
<meta name="description" content="A trusted non-profit resource. Your guide to better mental and emotional health." />
<meta property="og:image" content="http://www.helpguide.org/images/home/relationships-940.jpg">
Title of the information: http://www.helpguide.org/home-pages/caregiving.htm
Anxiety, Addiction, Depression http://www.helpguide.org/home-pages/depression.htm

Tips for mental health (e.g. for Helping Children with Learning Disabilities http://www.helpguide.org/articles/learning-disabilities/helpingchildren-with-learning-disabilities.htm)
Caregiving http://www.helpguide.org/home-pages/caregiving.htm
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Health centers and medical professors
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available

Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Grandparents' Rights and Custody Options (A Guide to Legal Rights and Support Services)
http://www.helpguide.org/articles/grandparenting/grandparents-legal-rights-and-custody-options.htm
“What other readers are saying” (e.g. http://www.helpguide.org/articles/ptsd-trauma/ptsd-in-the-family.htm)
st
1 Mental health, dementia, caregiving.
HomewatchCareGivers
https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/
English
Caregiving tips on several health problems of elderly people.
Yes, on caregiving and dementia.
HTML
On page - links
text, images, pdf https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/docs/default-source/senior-care-guides/guide-to-senior-wellness.pdf?sfvrsn=2
Yes
Yes
Bottom - Links
The whole webpage https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/home-care-resources/diabetes/tips
No

Yes – general categories (Home care, resources, ..)
Under Resources (Dementia, Arthritis, ALS, Heart Disease, Legal and Financial Planning, Parkinson’s Disease, Developmental Disabilities,
Diabetes, Safety, Stroke)
No
<meta name="description" content="Homewatch CareGivers of Florence provides a wide array of in home care services in your area from elder
care to care for chronic conditions. " /></head>
Topic, subtopic, Title of the information: https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/home-care-resources/dementia/pathways-to-memory
Description of symptoms, e.g. of Alzheimer’s https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/community/blog/is-it-alzheimer-s

Living with dementia https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/home-care-resources/dementia/living-with-dementia
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

Dementia care tips https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/home-care-resources/dementia/care-tips
https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/responding-to-catastrophic-reactions
Cost https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/about-home-care/cost
Find Home Care in North America (e.g. in Ontario https://www.homewatchcaregivers.com/southern-ontario/london)
st
1 bulleted tips for dementia and other age-related issues
healthtalk.org
http://www.healthtalk.org
English
Information from professionals and personal experiences on several health issues.
No
HTML
On page
text, images, videos (mainly)
No

Yes
Yes example: http://www.healthtalk.org/search/all/depression
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – “A-Z”, “Categories”, “Young People”.
Yes, e.g. http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/long-term-conditions/hiv/topics
Topics, and title of the article: http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/improving-health-care
Asthma symptoms http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/chronic-health-issues/asthma/early-signs-and-symptoms
Making decisions about HIV treatment http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/chronic-health-issues/hiv/making-decisions-about-hivtreatment
Advices on how to live with a disease http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/long-term-conditions/asthma/exercise-diet-weight-andother-lifestyle-issues
Caring for someone with a terminal illness http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/dying-bereavement/caring-someone-terminalillness/topics
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Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
67
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata

Vaccine against prostate cancer http://www.healthtalk.org/peoples-experiences/cancer/prostate-cancer/vaccine-trials
Experiences from patients, caregivers and health professionals, mainly through videos (e.g. http://www.healthtalk.org/health-professionals)
Both 1, 2
WHO Europe
http://www.euro.who.int/
English, French, German, Russian
Info about a vast amount of health issues and administrative actions.
No
HTML
On page
text, images, videos (http://www.euro.who.int/en/media-centre/events/events/2013/04/oslo-conference-on-health-systems-and-theeconomic-crisis/multimedia/video-public-health-part-of-the-solution),
pdfs (http://www.who.int/csr/disease/ebola/response/dashboard-progress-en.pdf?ua=1)
info-graphics (http://www.euro.who.int/en/about-us/governance/regional-committee-for-europe/past-sessions/64thsession/multimedia/infographics/infographic-prevent-child-maltreatment-download)
No

Yes
Yes example: http://www.euro.who.int/en/search?q=hiv
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – general categories
Categories under Health topics-> Communicable diseases, Disease prevention, Emergencies, Environment and health, Health determinants,
Health policy, Health systems, Life stages, Non communicable diseases
Each category is further divided into topics
Yes http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/noncommunicable-diseases
<meta name="description" content="" />
<meta name="keywords" content="" />
<meta name="DC.identifier" content="http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/hivaids" />
<meta name="DC.description" content="" />
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info

Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
68
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Links

<meta name="DC.title" content="HIV/AIDS" />
<meta name="DC.subject" content="" />
<meta name="DC.publisher" content="World Health Organization" />
<meta name="DC.language" content="en" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en" />
<meta property="og:description" content="World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe" />
<meta name="thumbnail" content="http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/image/0006/198771/hiv-aids.jpg" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/hivaids
Tuberculosis, HIV, (Description, News, publications, media, data and statistics) http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/noncommunicablediseases/diabetes
Guidance for addressing inequities in overweight and obesity http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/247638/obesity090514.pdf?ua=1
Health 2020 http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/health-policy/health-2020-the-european-policy-for-health-and-well-being/abouthealth-2020
Data and statistics http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/noncommunicable-diseases/diabetes/data-and-statistics
Vaccines and immunization http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/disease-prevention/vaccines-and-immunization
Personal stories http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/communicable-diseases/tuberculosis/personal-stories
Both (1, 2)
Association of Reproductive Health Professionals (ARHP)
http://www.arhp.org/
English (some articles also in Spanish)
Articles about sexual and reproductive health.
Yes, on sexual and reproductive health.
HTML
On page, collection of external and internal links
text, images, pdfs (e.g. http://www.arhp.org/uploadDocs/hpvqrg.pdf),
videos (e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JxqUxKXDOY)
web tools (e.g. http://www.arhp.org/sexlife/)
Yes
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Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Yes
Inside the text, Bottom ("Featured research" “Links” http://www.arhp.org/topics/male-reproductive-health )
Fertility and Sterility, Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Yes
Yes, Example: http://www.arhp.org/modules/search.asp?zoom_query=hiv&submit.x=0&submit.y=0
PDFs, articles (internal websites)
Yes – topic categories related to sexual and reproductive health
Yes
Examples: http://www.arhp.org/topics/abortion, http://www.arhp.org/topics/contraception

Useful metadata

<meta property="og:image" content="http://www.arhp.org/uploadImages/ARHP_Full.gif"/>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<META NAME="Developer" CONTENT="Boston Interactive - http://www.bostoninteractive.com">
<META NAME="KEYWORDS" CONTENT="continuing medical education, continuing education, abortion, reproductive health, adolescent health,
contraception, emergency contraception, environmental and reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, male reproductive health, menopause,
menstruation, pregnancy, reproductive cancers, reproductive genetics, sex and sexuality, sexually transmitted diseases/infections, urologic and
gynecologic disorders, HPV, IUD, IUC, Fibromyalgia, birth control, Accreditation Council on Continuing Education, ACCME, Accreditation Council
for Pharmacy Education, ACPE, CORE, Curricula Organizer for Reproductive Health Education, monograph, enduring materials, webinars, annual
conference, membership, resource centers, Microbicides, Multipurpose prevention, Multipurpose prevention technologies, Multi-purpose
prevention technologies, Sexual and reproductive health, Sexual and reproductive health workforce, Sexual and reproductive health workforce
summit, Sexual and reproductive health workforce project, HIV, STD, STDs, STI, STIs, Sexually transmitted disease, Sexually transmitted diseases,
Sexually transmitted infection, Sexually transmitted infections, LARC, Long-acting reversible contraception, Continuing professional
development, Continuing pharmacy education, Pharmacist education">
<META NAME="DESCRIPTION" CONTENT="Offering continuing education opportunities, research, publications, resources, news, and vetted links
to other reputable organizations on a wide range of reproductive health topics, including abortion, adolescent health, contraception, emergency
contraception, environmental and reproductive health, HIV/AIDS, male reproductive health, menopause, menstruation, pregnancy, reproductive
cancers, reproductive genetics, sex and sexuality, sexually transmitted diseases/infections, and urologic and gynecologic disorders, intended for
both health care providers and patients.">
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
Topic, title of the information: http://www.arhp.org/Publications-and-Resources/Quick-Reference-Guide-for-Clinicians/choosing/Extended-OCs

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

Sexually Transmitted Infections and Associated Conditions (Key facts, Screening and diagnosis, Treatment and management)
http://www.arhp.org/Publications-and-Resources/Quick-Reference-Guide-for-Clinicians/Sexually-Transmitted-Infections-and-AssociatedConditions/HIV
Healthy pregnancy http://www.arhp.org/topics/pregnancy
-
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Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
69
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Understanding HPV Vaccines http://www.arhp.org/Publications-and-Resources/Patient-Resources/Fact-Sheets/Understanding-HPV-Vaccine
st
2 Sexual and reproductive problems and care
AgriLife Extension
http://fcs.tamu.edu/families/aging/index.php
English (some articles also in Spanish)
Articles with practical information for families’ health and wellbeing.
Yes, on families’ health and wellbeing.
PHP
On page
text, images, pdfs (http://texas4-h.tamu.edu/files/2014/03/Family_Life_Project_Overview.pdf),
videos
Yes
Yes
Below the text (“Web resources”)
The whole name of the link (not url) (e.g. The National Resource Centre on Supportive Housing and Home Modification,
http://gero.usc.edu/nrcshhm/directory/tx.htm )
Yes
No
Articles (internal websites)
Yes – general categories
Yes (e.g. http://fcs.tamu.edu/clothing/index.php)
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="English" />
<meta name="DC.Subject" content="Education" />
<meta name="DC.Type" content="Reference Resources" />
<meta name="Keywords" content="family and consumer sciences, parent, children, family, housing, nutrition, food safety, older adults, seniors,
elderly, entrepreneurship, small biz, home based business, youth, 4-H, health, finances, consumer, resource management, leadership,
environment, safety, character education, clothing, textiles, money management, economic, educational program" />
<meta name="Description" content="Family and Consumer Sciences provides educational programs that build individual and family capacity for
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
70
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results

Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

self-sufficiency, problem prevention, stability and economic security." />
Title of the information: http://fcs.tamu.edu/clothing/clothing_textiles_safety/index.php
Elder care http://fcs.tamu.edu/families/aging/elder_care/

Food Safety http://foodsafety.tamu.edu/
Financial caregiving http://fcs.tamu.edu/families/aging/elder_care/financial-caregiving.php
Both (1, 2)
AIDS.gov
https://www.aids.gov/
English
Information about HIV, HIV services, HIV policies and programs - blog
Yes, on HIV/AIDS.
HTML
On page– links
text, images, video
Yes
Yes
Bottom ("Additional resources" https://aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/hiv-aids-101/signs-and-symptoms/)
HIV Basics, HIV/AIDS Symptoms
Yes
Yes, Example:
https://search.aids.gov/search?q=symptoms&entqr=0&output=xml_no_dtd&sort=date%3AD%3AL%3Ad1&ud=1&client=aids_gov&oe=UTF8&ie=UTF-8&proxystylesheet=aids_gov&site=aids_gov
articles (internal websites) – organized in Federal resources, HIV/AIDS Basics, and Using New Media
Yes – general topic categories – Basics, Federal resources, New media, News & Events
Yes
Examplehttps://www.aids.gov/news-and-events/s: https://www.aids.gov/news-and-events/
https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/
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Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info

<meta content="HIV stands for human immunodeficiency virus, the virus that can lead to AIDS. Learn more." name="description"/>
<meta content="virus, immune system, t-cells or CD4 cells, opportunistic infection, Kaposi's Sarcoma, Pneumocystis pneumonia"
name="keywords"/>
<meta name="twitter:title" content="What Is HIV/AIDS?"/>
<meta name="twitter:description" content="HIV stands for human immunodeficiency virus, the virus that can lead to AIDS. Learn more."/>
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/hiv-aids-101/how-you-get-hiv-aids/
HIV/AIDS (description, Transmission, Signs and Symptoms, statistics, timeline, reduce risk, testing, treatment, potential related problems)
https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/hiv-aids-101/what-is-hiv-aids/
Staying Healthy with HIV/AIDS (take care of yourself) https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/staying-healthy-with-hiv-aids/taking-care-ofyourself/doctor-clinic-and-dental-visits/
-

Administrative and procedural info

Insurance, Legal issues https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/just-diagnosed-with-hiv-aids/your-legal-rights/insurance/index.html
Civil rights https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/just-diagnosed-with-hiv-aids/your-legal-rights/civil-rights/

Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Immunization https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/staying-healthy-with-hiv-aids/taking-care-of-yourself/immunizations/
-

Use case coverage / relevance
71
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Links
Relevant links
Links location

nd
2 HIV
healthywomen
http://www.healthywomen.org/
English
Articles on women’s physical and mental health
Yes, on women’s health.
HTML
On page - links
text, images, pdfs (http://www.healthywomen.org/sites/default/files/HPVMyths.pdf),
videos (http://www.healthywomen.org/content/article/watch-listen-learn?context=womentalk/ask-theexpert&context_title=Ask%20the%20Expert)
Yes
Yes
In the text
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Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

External links: e.g. “Centres for Disease Control and Prevention” http://www.cdc.gov/foodsafety/facts.html
Internal links e.g. “blood pressure” http://www.healthywomen.org/glossary/term/5000
Yes
Yes example: http://www.healthywomen.org/search/node?keys=diabetes
Articles (internal websites)
Yes
Yes, e.g. http://www.healthywomen.org/ages-and-stages/healthy-living
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta property="og:title" content="Womens Health | Women's Wellness | Womens Mental Health | Women's Birth Control" />
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.healthywomen.org/home/all" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta name="keywords" content="womens health, women&#039;s skin health, womens health information, womens health topics, womens
pregnancy, women menopause, women allergies, womens birth control, women wellness, women fitness, women nutrition, womens estrogen,
women physical changes" />
<meta name="description" content="HealthyWomen.org provides free, unbiased health information on a variety of womens health topics
including pregnancy, menopause, breast cancer, birth control pills, mental health and more. Learn more about women&#039;s health problems,
conditions and treatment" />
Title of the article: http://www.healthywomen.org/content/article/how-prevent-foodborne-illnesses-summer?context=ages-andstages/6423&context_title=
Description, forms, symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of several diseases, e.g. http://www.healthywomen.org/condition/diabetes

In “Lifestyle Tips” and “Treatment” (e.g. http://www.healthywomen.org/condition/diabetes)
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Caregiving http://www.healthywomen.org/condition/caregiving, http://www.healthywomen.org/content/article/caregiving-challenges-dealingdementia
Legal health tools http://www.healthywomen.org/condition/legal-health-tools
HPV vaccine http://www.healthywomen.org/content/blog-entry/hpv-vaccine-pros-and-cons
-

Use case coverage / relevance

Personal experiences in the blogs (e.g. http://www.healthywomen.org/content/blog-entry/remarkable-story-about-woman-gold)
Both (1, 2)

72

BZgA-WHO Collaborating Centre for Sexual and Reproductive Health
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with
Caregiving and nursing info
Administrative and procedural info

http://www.bzga-whocc.de/
English and German (some articles also in several European languages)
Articles about sexual and reproductive health.
Yes, on sexual and reproductive health.
HTML
On page - links
Text, images, pdfs
Yes
Yes
In the text
Words in the text, e.g. “goals of BZgA” http://www.bzga.de/?id=aufgaben
Yes
No
Articles (internal websites)
Yes
No
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Script-Type" content="text/javascript" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Style-Type" content="text/css" />
<meta name="description" content="WHO Collaborating Centre - www.bzga-whocc.eu provides information about the work of the WHO
Collaborating Centre for Sexual and Reproductive Health, based at the German Federal Office for Health Education (BZgA)." />
<meta name="keywords" content="WHO Collaborating Centre, WHO, Regional Office, Europe, World Health Organization, health, reproductive
health, sexual health, Gesundheit, Aufkl&auml;rung, Pr&auml;vention, Prim&auml;rpr&auml;vention, Sekund&auml;rpr&auml;vention,
Kommunikation, Massenkommunikation, Personalkommunikation, Telefonberatung, Beratungsstellen, Aids, HIV, Aidspr&auml;vention,
Aidsaufkl&auml;rung, Aidsberatung, Sucht, Abh&auml;ngigkeit, Suchtpr&auml;vention, Suchtvorbeugung, Drogen, Drogensucht, Ecstasy,
Rauchen, Nichtrauchen, rauchfrei, Tabak, Nikotin, Alkohol, Alkoholsucht, Alkoholmissbrauch, Medikamentenabh&auml;ngigkeit,
Sexualaufkl&auml;rung, Sexualerziehung, Familienplanung, Schwangerschaft, Schwangerschaftsverh&uuml;tung, Verh&uuml;tung, Blutspende,
Plasmaspende, Organspende, Evaluation, Qualit&auml;tssicherung, sexuelle und reproduktive Gesundheit" />
None, e.g.: http://www.bzga-whocc.de/?uid=baa192406da9920228d2ad6658eb9be3&id=Seite4421

General Concept for Sex Education of the Federal Centre for Health Education in cooperation with the Federal States
http://publikationen.sexualaufklaerung.de/index.php?docid=224
Sexuality education and family planning: the BZgA approach http://www.bzga-
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Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors

whocc.de/?uid=baa192406da9920228d2ad6658eb9be3&id=Seite4421
-

Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
73
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

nd
2 Sexual and reproductive health
GMHC
http://www.gmhc.org
English
Information about HIV/AIDS, prevention, care and advocacy, with support and hotline.
Yes, on HIV/AIDS prevention and caring.
html
On page - Links
text, images, pdfs, (e.g. http://www.gmhc.org/files/editor/file/gmhc-ar09-REV.pdf)
Yes
Yes
Inside the text
words (e.g. “CDC” http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/, “gonorrhea” http://www.cdc.gov/std/gonorrhea/STDFact-gonorrhea.htm)
Yes
Yes, example: http://www.gmhc.org/search/node/prevention
Links to internal webpages
Yes
Yes
Examples: http://www.gmhc.org/hiv-info
http://www.gmhc.org/get-tested
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.gmhc.org/hiv-info/hivaids-basics/the-new-face-of-hivaids
Risk factors http://www.gmhc.org/hiv-info/know-your-risk/women
Tests and diagnostics http://www.gmhc.org/get-tested
Advices for HIV prevention http://www.gmhc.org/prevent-hiv/condoms
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Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations

Legal services http://www.gmhc.org/gmhc-services/get-connected/legal-services
HPV Vaccination http://www.gmhc.org/news-and-events/press-releases/gmhc-lauds-cdc-recommendations-for-routine-hpv-vaccination-forboys
Yes. GMHC Services on providing a safe place supporting people infected by HIV. http://www.gmhc.org/gmhc-services/get-connected/gmhcservices
nd
2 HIV/AIDS, prevention, care and advocacy.

Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
74
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content

American Sexual Health Association
http://www.ashastd.org/
English
Information about sexual health and sexually transmitted diseases.
Yes, on sexual health.
html
On page - Links
text, images, pdfs (http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/pdfs/HPV_CME.pdf)
videos (http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/healthcare-providers/videos/)
Yes
Yes
Bottom of the site page (“our sites” and “links to other sites”)
The whole name of the link (url) or site’s name (http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/links/)
Yes
Yes, example: http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/?s=aging
Links to internal webpages
Yes
Yes, example: http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/sexual-health/mens-health/
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" />
<meta property="og:locale" content="en_US" />
<meta property="og:type" content="website" />
<meta property="og:title" content="Home - ASHA" />
<meta property="og:url" content="http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/" />
<meta property="og:site_name" content="ASHA" />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/sexual-health/mens-health/self-image/
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Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)

Tests on sexually transmitted diseases http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/stdsstis/get-tested/
Risk reducing http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/stdsstis/reduce-your-risk/
Symptoms description (e.g. of Chlamydia http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/stdsstis/chlamydia/)

Advices to cope with

“How can I reduce my risk?” (e.g. of Chlamydia http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/stdsstis/chlamydia/)

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info

Legal Issues www.ashasexualhealth.org/sexual-rights-for-seniors/

Vaccinations

Vaccination against HPV http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/stdsstis/hpv/hpv-vaccines/

Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Healthcare providers http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/links/

Use case coverage / relevance
75
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info

Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL

HPV Stories http://www.ashasexualhealth.org/stdsstis/hpv/1206-2/
nd
2 Sexual health, sexually transmitted diseases.
American Academy of Paediatrics
https://www.aap.org/en-us/Pages/Default.aspx
English
Information about issues of children health.
Yes, on children health
aspx
On page - Links
text, images, pdfs(https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy/aap-health-initiatives/Children-andDisasters/Documents/Memo%20Influenza%20Strategies%20DPAC%202013%20pdf.pdf#search=pdf),
videos (https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy/aap-health-initiatives/7-great-achievements/Pages/default.aspx)
Yes
Yes
Inside the text
The whole name of the link (e.g. “National Capital Poison Centre” http://www.poison.org/battery/)
Yes
Yes, example: https://www.aap.org/sites/Search/Pages/results.aspx?k=psoriasis
Links to internal webpages and/or links
Yes
Yes, example: https://www.aap.org/en-us/professional-resources/Pages/Professional-Resources.aspx
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Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

<meta name="GENERATOR" content="Microsoft SharePoint" />
<meta http-equiv="Content-type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
Title of the article: http://www2.aap.org/breastfeeding/
Symptoms (e.g. of asthma https://www.aap.org/en-us/professional-resources/Research/Pages/Parent-and-Child-Reports-of-AsthmaSymptoms.aspx
e.g. Injury violence and poison prevention http://www2.aap.org/sections/ipp/

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info

Legal issues (e.g. State Legal Resources for Immigrant Children and Families https://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/Committees-CouncilsSections/Council-on-Community-Pediatrics/Pages/State-Legal-Resources.aspx)

Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Children vaccination http://www2.aap.org/immunization/illnesses/illnesses.html
-

Use case coverage / relevance

nd
2 Children health

76
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Rwanda Ministry of Health
http://www.moh.gov.rw/fileadmin/templates/Clinical/OBS_Gyn_last-version.pdf
English
Clinical protocols and treatment guidelines on women health, pregnancy and childbirth.
pdf
Images, tables
No
nd
2 Gynaecology (women health), obstetrics (pregnancy, childbirth)

77
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf

THE LONG-TERM CARE SYSTEM FOR THE ELDERLY IN GERMANY
http://www.ancien-longtermcare.eu/sites/default/files/ENEPRI%20_ANCIEN_%20RRNo78Germany.pdf
English
Info about caregiving for the elderly in Germany.
pdf
Images, tables
No
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nd

Use case coverage / relevance

2 Caregiving, care for elderly people

78
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Care services for the elderly in Germany
http://www.researchgate.net/publication/241770012_Care_services_for_the_elderly_in_Germany_infrastructure_access_and_utilisation_from
_the_perspective_of_different_user_groups
English
Info about caregiving for the elderly in Germany.
pdf
Images, tables
No
nd
2 Caregiving, care for elderly people

79
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the pdf
Use case coverage / relevance

Alzheimer's Association “Activities at home”
http://www.alz.org/national/documents/brochure_activities.pdf
English
Advices on dementia.
pdf
Images, tables
No
nd
2 Dementia

80
URL
Language
Content
Format
Type of info
Link inside the video
Useful metadata

social care institute for excellence
http://www.scie.org.uk/socialcaretv/index.asp
English
Information about mental health, caregiving, disabled people and mental disorders.
YouTube videos
Images, speech
No
<meta content="text/html; charset=utf-8" http-equiv="Content-Type">
<meta name="type" content=" Web resource" />
<meta name="resourcename" content="Social Care TV" />
<meta name="Description" content="Films on social care issues, from the perspectives of professionals and people using services. Ideal for
training." />
<meta name="Keywords" content="social care; videos; Social Care TV; online training; training; learning" />
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Use case coverage / relevance

<meta name="Publisher" content="Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE)" />
st
1 Mental health, caregiving, disabled people, mental disorders

81
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Caregiver action network
http://caregiveraction.org/forum
English
Forum with information and support on caregiving.
Yes, on caregiving.

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Dealing with Medical Professionals http://caregiveraction.org/forums/dealing-medical-professionals

Use case coverage / relevance

Forum
On page
text
No

No

Yes
Yes, example: http://caregiveraction.org/forums/dealing-medical-professionals
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
Title of the article: http://caregiveraction.org/forums/im-new-caregiver-what-do-i-do
-

Technical and Practical Advice for Caregivers http://caregiveraction.org/forums/technical-and-practical-advice-caregivers

Personal stories about caregiving (e.g. http://caregiveraction.org/finding-right-facility)
st
1 Caregiving
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Alzconnected (powered by Alzheimer's Association)
https://www.alzconnected.org/
English
Forum on dementia and caregiving.
Yes, on dementia and caregiving.

Caregiving and nursing info

Care at home http://www.communityresourcefinder.org/

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Medical services http://www.communityresourcefinder.org/

Forum
On page -links
text, images, pdfs
Yes
Yes
Inside the text
The whole name of the link (url) e.g. https://www.alzconnected.org/How-to-Clear-Cache.pdf
No

No
No
None (e.g. https://www.alzconnected.org/discussion.aspx?g=posts&t=2147519434)
Dementia diagnosis (e.g. https://www.alzconnected.org/discussion.aspx?g=posts&t=2147513804)

Advices on dementia treatment (e.g. https://www.alzconnected.org/discussion.aspx?g=posts&t=2147518987)

Use case coverage / relevance

Personal stories
st
1 Dementia, advices, caregiving

83

European Foundation for the Care of New-born Infants
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

http://www.efcni.org/
English
Info about pregnancy, childbirth and care on new-born infants.
Yes, on pregnancy and childbirth.
html
On page
text, images, pdfs (e.g. http://www.efcni.org/fileadmin/Daten/Web/Pregnancy/14_06_12_Neuauflage_Gesund_schwanger.pdf)
No

Yes
No
Links to internal webpages
No
No
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta property="og:type" content="website" />
<meta property="og:image" content="http://www.efcni.org/fileadmin/templates/global/images/logo-efcni-fb.jpg" />
None: http://www.efcni.org/index.php?id=871&L=1%252527%252522
Diagnosis and risk factors of diseases (e.g. http://www.efcni.org/index.php?id=2059)

Treatment of diseases (e.g. http://www.efcni.org/index.php?id=2059)

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

-

Use case coverage / relevance

nd
2 Pregnancy, childbirth

84

Advocates for youth
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URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/
English
Information for young people about reproductive and sexual health.
Yes, on reproductive and sexual health.
html
On page
text, images, pdfs (e.g. http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/storage/advfy/documents/parent-child-communication-programs.pdf)
No

Yes
Yes, example: https://www.google.gr/search?ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF8&q=Abstinence&btnG=.&domains=advocatesforyouth.org&sitesearch=advocatesforyouth.org&gws_rd=cr,ssl&ei=NEK2VZTJBIaKsAHRjJ6wAw
Links to internal webpages
No
Yes, example: http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/topics-issues/abstinence?task=view
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" />
<meta name="keywords" content="Abstinence, Abstinence-Only-Until-Marriage Programs, Abortion, Adolescent Sexual Behaviour, Condom
Efficacy and Use, Contraceptive Info and Access, Cultural Competency, Developmental + Intellectual Disabilities, Emergency Contraception,
European Approaches, GLBTQ Issues, Growth and Development, HIV, Organizational Development, Parent-Child Communication, Policy and
Advocacy, Religion and Spirituality, Sex Education, STIs, Teen Pregnancy Prevention, Violence &amp; Harassment, Working With Youth, Youth in
Low- and Middle-Income Countries, Youth of Color" />
<meta name="description" content="Advocates for Youth champions efforts that help young people make informed and responsible decisions
about their reproductive and sexual health. Advocates believes it can best serve the field by boldly advocating for a more positive and realistic
approach to adolescent sexual health. Advocates focuses its work on young people ages 14-25 in the U.S. and around the globe." />
Only topic: http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/millennials
-

Advices about sex in young people (e.g. http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/topics-issues/condom?task=view)

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info

Legal issues (e.g. http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/storage/advfy/documents/sbhc5.pdf)
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Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
85
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL
Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata

HIV Vaccines (http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/hiv-vaccines)
nd
2 Reproductive and sexual health
Office of Adolescent Health
http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/
English
Information about reproductive and sexual health of adolescents, as well as their mental and physical health.
Yes, on reproductive and sexual health of adolescents
html
On page - Links
text, images, pdfs, (e.g. http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/oah-initiatives/ta/experience_expertise_marshall.pdf)
Yes
Yes
Beolw the text, in references
The whole name of the link (url) (e.g. http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/conditions/depression-teens)
Yes
Yes, example: http://search.hhs.gov/search?q=sexual&ie=UTF-8&ud=1&sort=date%3AD%3AL%3Ad1&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF8&lr=lang_en&client=oah&site=oah&proxystylesheet=oah&proxyreload=1
Links to internal webpages
Yes
Yes, example: http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-health-topics/reproductive-health/home.html
<meta content='text/html; charset=utf-8' http-equiv='Content-Type' />
<meta name="description" content="The Office of Adolescent Health (OAH) coordinates adolescent health programs and initiatives across the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services related to adolescent health promotion and disease prevention." />
<meta name="keywords" content="Office of Adolescent Health, health programs, youth, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services" />
<meta content='The Office of Adolescent Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' property='og:title' />
<meta content='government' property='og:type' />
<meta content='http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/' property='og:url' />
<meta content='The Office of Adolescent Health (OAH) coordinates adolescent health programs and initiatives across the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services related to adolescent health promotion and disease prevention' property='og:description' />
<meta content='http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/images/fbpreview-new.png' property='og:image' />
<meta content='Office of Adolescent Health' property='og:site_name' />
<meta content='1101 Wootton Parkway, Suite 700' property='og:street-address' />
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Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

<meta content='Rockville' property='og:locality' />
<meta content='MD' property='og:region' />
<meta content='20852' property='og:postal-code' />
<meta content='USA' property='og:country-name' />
Topic, subtopic, title of the information: http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-health-topics/reproductive-health/dating.html
HIV testing http://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/sexualbehaviors/pdf/hivtesting_adolescents.pdf

Advices on sexual health http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-health-topics/reproductive-health/contraceptive-use.html

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info

Announcement for National Resource Centre for HIV/AIDS Prevention among Adolescents http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/oah-initiatives/nationalresource-center.html
HIV vaccine http://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-health-topics/reproductive-health/stds.html

Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences
Use case coverage / relevance
86
URL
Language
Content
Dedicated on a narrow subject (one
condition/disease) or on a local context
Format
How information is made available
Type of info
Links
Relevant links
Links location
Anchor text of links
Keyword search available
Keyword included into the URL

nd
2 Reproductive and sexual health
Centre for Young Women's Health
http://youngwomenshealth.org/
English and Spanish (Guías de la Salud)
Information about gynaecology; general and sexual health of women, pregnancy and childbirth, nutrition and fitness.
Yes, on women’s health.
html
On page
text, images, pdfs (e.g. http://youngwomenshealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Endometriosis-Parent.pdf)
forum (“Ask us”)
No

Yes
Yes, example: http://youngwomenshealth.org/?orderby=relevance&s=Endometriosis
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Search results
Topic search available
Topic included into the URL
Useful metadata
Useful info in the URL
Useful content
Condition (Description and forms,
Symptoms, Tests and diagnosis,
Treatment, Risk factors)
Advices to cope with

Links to internal webpages
Yes
Yes, example: http://youngwomenshealth.org/sexual-health-index/
Title of the article: http://youngwomenshealth.org/2013/07/25/birth-control-pill-faqs/

Caregiving and nursing info

-

Administrative and procedural info
Vaccinations
Health centers and medical professors
Experiences

Vaccines info (e.g. http://youngwomenshealth.org/parents/pertussis-vaccine-parent/)

Use case coverage / relevance

Symptoms (e.g. Chlamydia http://youngwomenshealth.org/2012/11/20/chlamydia/)
Diagnosis and treatment (e.g. Asthma http://youngwomenshealth.org/2012/04/04/asthma-diagnosis-and-treatment/)
Advices on women’s health issues (e.g. http://youngwomenshealth.org/2013/08/22/talking-about-condoms/)

Personal stories and questions are available in the forum (“Ask us”)
nd
2 Women’s general and sexual health
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